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C~N-ITNTS 
An E,-semigroup is a semigroup {a,: t > 0: of normal *-endomorphisms 
of the algebra B(H) of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space N, such 
that cx,( 1) = I for all t > 0 [ 1, 2. 9-l 11, In [I]. we introduced a numerical 
invariant for ~~~-semigroups which can be interpreted as a quantized ver- 
sion of the Fredh~lm index C-11. The problem of classifying ~~-s~~Iigr(~ups 
to outer conjugacy was reduced to the problem of classifying certain 
structures associated to them, called yradurr s~sfems. The index of an 
E,-semigroup is the simplest invariant attached to the associated product 
system: its dimension. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a topological spectrul invariant 
for the product systems associated with E,-scmigroups. The “spectrum” 
that is appropriate for such objects is a non-commutative topological 
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space, namely a separable C*-algebra whose *-representations correspond 
to E;,-semigroups whose associated product systems are isomorphic to a 
fixed one. These C*-algebras have several interesting features. They are 
unitless, antiliminal, but nuclear. In most (and perhaps all) cases they are 
.simple in the sense that they have no nontrivial closed two-sided ideals. 
In fact, they are the “continuous time” analogues of the Cuntz algebra 
0 ., . in the same sense that the Wiener- Hopf C‘*-algebra is the continuous 
analogue of the Toeplitz C*-algebra. As D. Evans has shown [7], 0, can 
be realized as the C*-algebra generated by all (left) creation operators 
acting on the full Fock space 9(N) over an in~nite-dimensiona one-par- 
ticle space N. Similarly, the C*-algebras considered here are associated 
with creation operators acting on certain continuous analogues of Fock 
space, in which the number operator has spectrum uniformly distributed 
over the positive real axis. 
Our notation and conventions are for the most part standard; but the 
reader should keep in mind that in several places our methods require 
Hilbert spaces to be sc~purrrhk. 
1. THE WIENER HOPF C*-ALGEBRA 
Consider the Hilbert space L’(O, K;). Every function j’~ L’(0, -r_ ) @es 
rise to a convolution operator f, on L’(O, a), defined by 
The C*-algebra 44. generated by all such operators is called the 
WienerHopf C*-aigebra. It is the “continuous time” counterpart of the 
Toeplitz C’*-algebra, namely the C*-algebra generated by the unilateral 
shift on I’(E-’ ). Y4 contains the algebra .X‘ of all compact operators on 
I!,‘(& ZY;), and we have an exact sequence of P-algebras 
The Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra represents the degenerate case of the class 
of C*-algebras introduced in Section 2. This is analogous to the fact that 
the Toeplitz C*-algebra is the degenerate case (n = 1 ) of the sequence of 
Cuntz algebras 0,,, II = I, 2, . . . . y_ [S]. In particular, $4. provides a simple 
context for discussing some of the structures we will encounter later. In this 
section we will show how $4. appears as the C*-algebra associated with a 
certain noncommutative *-semigroup. 
Let { (1,: f 9 0 1 be a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of 
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isometries acting on a Hilbert space I?r. Using the Wold decomposition, it 
is easy to show that there is a unique *-representation rr: %” + A?(N) with 
the property 
(1.1) 7r(C,) =‘1’ f’(t) c:, dt, f’E L’(0, 32). “0 
Conversely, every nondegenerate representation of #’ arises in this way 
from a unique semigroup of isometries. # is therefore the universal 
C*-algebra for semigroups of isometries, just as the group C*-algebra 
C*(G) is the universal C‘*-algebra for unitary representations of a locally 
compact group G. 
We now describe a col~stru~tion of $6’ which will make this analogy with 
group C’*-algebras more explicit. Let U = { U,: r 3 0 j be a semigroup of 
isometries in a(H). For every pair of positive real numbers .Y, ,v. define a 
partial isometry V(.Y, .v) by 
We have V(.u, ,:)* = V(J*, s), and moreover the set [ V(.u, J,): .Y, J*> 0 1 is 
closed under multiplication; in fact, 
Thus if we define Thus if we define a *-semigroup structure on 
1: = (0, ‘^/,’ ) x (0, rx, ) by 
then =I--+ V(z) defines a bounded *-representation of Z on H. Notice that 
the +-semigroup 2‘ has no identity, and it satisfies the tripotent law 
--*- - -- 2-z. .2 E z. 
in particular, -I:* and :*I are self-adjoint idempotents for every element 
IE 2. Conversely, it is possible to show that every uniformly bounded 
*-representation V of ,?I on a separable Hilbert space H which is 
measuruhk in the sense that I’ H ( V(z) 5, y > is a measurable function on z‘ 
for every <, ‘1, and is nondegenerute in that V(C)5 = (0) 3 5 = 0 for every 
<E H, arises in the above way from a strongly continuous semigroup of 
isometries { U, : t 2 0 t acting on H. This fact is nontrivial, and can be 
deduced from the more general results of Section 3. 
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We want to construct a C*-algebra out of 2‘ whose separable 
*-representations correspond to the bounded measurable *-representations 
V: z‘-+ A(H) of the preceding paragraph. Let m denote the restriction of 
Lebesgue measure on R’ to C E R’. If V(s. J*) = c’, U,* is a representation 
of C as above, then we can define a linear mapping n: L’(Z, m) +.8(H) in 
the natural way: 
n(,f’) = 1 f(z) V(r) dn( z). 
I I 
Owing to the fact that m is invariant under the involution 1 I-+ :* of 1, we 
have z(,f‘)* = n(./‘*), where 
(1.2) .f’*(s, j’) =,f’(y, XL (.u, j’)E2‘. 
Moreover, the reader who has sufficient patience with changes of variables 
in integrals can verify that rc(f’) 7r( g) = rc(,f’.<q)), where the product of two 
functions,J; K in L’(C, m) is defined by 
(1.3) 1’. g(s, 1.1 = i‘ ’ .f(s, t) g(t, J) nt + [ ’ f(.Y, t) Jj( t, .I,) dt; 
0 -0 
where, for a function h in L’(R”) which vanishes off C, I; is defined by 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The multiplicution und incolution &fined by- ( 1.3) urd 
( 1.2) make L’(X, m) into u Bunuch *-ul,dva. 
Proof: The proof is routine, and we merely check the inequality 
lIj’.gll ,< li.f’il Ilgll. For ,f’and g fixed, an obvious estimate shows that the 
L’-norm of the function 
is dominated by 
(1.6) 
where A = i (x, .F, f, J,) E R4: s d t ), while the L’-norm of 
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is dominated by 
(1.7) ( I.f‘(.Y, .s)l I g( t, !)I Lik ds dt c<r. 
-H 
where B is the complement of A. Hence the L’,-norm of,f’.g is dominated 
by the sum of (1.6) and (1.7) namely 11 f’!l 11 gl/. 1 
Let C*(Z) denote the enveloping C*-algebra of L’(C, m). c’*(L) is 
clearly separable. Moreover, it follows from the preceding discussion that 
every semigroup of isometries c’= ( C’,: t > 0) acting on a Hilbert space H 
gives rise to a representation T[ of C*(C) on H by way of 
f’6 L’(C, m). Conversely, the more general results of Section 3 (cf. 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.4) imply that every nondegenerate representation 
rr of C*(Z) arises from a unique semigroup of isometries ( CT,: t 3 0 ) via 
(1.8). 
Finally, for any semigroup of isometries ( C:,: t 3 0 ), one can show that 
the two sets of operators 
generate the same C*-algebra. We caution the reader that the analogue of 
this fact is false for the more general C*-algebras of Sections 2-3. In any 
case, we may conclude that C’*(Z) is isomorphic to the WienerHopf 
C*-algebra % .. 
It is appropriate at this point to make some remarks about the “semi- 
group algebra” L’(z‘, m), in order to bring out certain aspects of its con- 
struction that were rather implicit. Notice first that it is only the (standard) 
Bore1 structure of 2‘, and not its topology, that was relevant for the forma- 
tion of the Banach algebra L’(Z). We needed the fact that the operations 
in Z (multiplication and involution) are measurable, but not that they are 
continuous. 
On the other hand, it is essential that one should use Lebesgue measure 
~2, or at least a measure which is mutually absolutely continuous with 
Lebesgue measure, in the definition of the product in L’(Z). To see why 
this is so, let ,U be an arbitrary o-finite measure on Z‘ which is .s,rrnrnr/ric~ 
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in the sense that &S* ) = /c(S) for every Bore1 set S s 2‘. Now in any semi- 
group one can always define the convolution of two complex measures ~1, _I 
,u2 of finite total variation [S, 19.11. ~1, * p2 is defined by 
for S a Bore1 set in C. In particular, if,f‘and R are two functions in L’(z‘, it) 
then one can attempt to define the convolution / * <YE L’(.X, ~1) by 
requiring that 
(1.9) (.I’* alp = (fP) * (K/l). 
However, in order for the left side of (1.9) to have meaning, it is ncccssary 
that (,jjj) * (gp) be absolutely continuous with respect to 11 for every ,f; g 
in L’(Z, rl). This puts a requirement on kj. which can be formulated in 
several ways. Let 1’ be a ,fi&e positive measure which is mutually 
absolutely continuous with respect to 11, and let 1’ + Y be the measure on C 
defined by 
The condition is that v * v should be absolutely continuous with respect to 
p. When this is satisfied, (1.9) does define a Banach algebra structure on 
L’(Z, cl) for which ,f‘*(.~) =.f‘(X* is an isometric involution. 
If, moreover, v * r and v (or rl) are equhxdent measures, then one can 
prove that the set of products i.,‘* g:,j; gc; IT1(C, 11)) spans L’(lr, /L). 
Motivated by these remarks, we define a a-finite measure p on z‘ to be 
quusi-inrzriant if 11 * \’ - 1’ for some (and therefore cvcry) positive finite 
measure 1’ on Z satisfying 11 -il. 
Here is a somewhat more explicit formulation of this property. For every 
Bore1 set S s Z and .r t Z‘, let us write 
One can show that /L is quasi-invariant iff it satisfies the condition: 
(f.tO) For every Bore1 set SCC, p(S)=0 iff br(.u ‘S)=O a.e. t&i(~)). 
The property (1.10) is asymmetric in that it refers only to left multiplica- 
tion in E. However. a straightforward application of Fubini’s theorem 
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shows that the validity of ( 1.10) for a Bore1 set S I 2‘ is equivalent to the 
condition p(S-\- ’ ) =0 a.e. (r$(.r)). 
The key property of Lebesgue measure 112 that we have used in the con- 
struction of C*(X) is that it is quasi-invariant in the sense of (1.10). Indeed, 
the interested reader can verify that the convolution.f‘* R defined by (1.9) 
(for the measure I’= m) is given explicitly by formula (1.3). But of course 
t?t is not the only quasi-invariant measure on 2. For instance, if ,u is a real- 
valued measurable function on Z satisfying 
(i) u(r)>0 a.e. (&E)~ and 
(ii) u(z*) = 18(r), z E 2‘. 
then t@ = LI &P~N is also a symmetric quasi-inva~ant measure and so we 
obtain another Banach *-algebra L’(C, LL). Of course, the formula for 
multiplication in L’(z‘. ,u) will differ from (1.3). 
However, if p, and ~1~ are two symmetric quasi-invariant measures 
on C which are mutually absolutely continuous, then the map 
I): L’(C, LI,) + L’(Z, p2) defined by 
is an isomorphism of Banach *-algebras. Thus we may conclude that the 
C*-algebra C*(C, it) constructed from any symmetric quasi-invariant 
measure ~1 depends only on the rnt~u,~l~r~ cIu.w of p. 
There remains a somewhat peripheral question of uniqueness: is every 
quasi-invariant measure on II necessarily equivalent to Lebesgue measure? 
We have not looked into this in much detail since Lebesgue measure is well 
suited to our needs in the sequel. 
2. THE C‘*-ALGEBRA OF A PRODUCT SYSTEM 
Let E = f E( t): t > 0 j be a product system in the sense of [I 3. Broadly 
speaking, E is a measurable family of Hilbert spaces over the base space 
(0, Y;), on which there is defined a measurable associative binary operation 
which acts like rensctring in the sense that, for each s, t > 0, 
(u, ~)EE(s)xE(t)~uz~EE(.s+t) 
is a bilinear map whose range spans E(.Y + I) and satisfies 
(uu’, cd) = (u, o)(zO, I~‘}, 
u, 2‘E E(s), u’, 1.’ E E(t). 
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There is a lrir:iul product system Z, defined as the trivial family of one- 
dimensional Hilbert spaces p: Z---t (0, x ), 
Z=(O, x)x@, p(t, z)= r. 
with multiplication defined by 
(s, :)( t, IV) = (‘5” +t, 3). 
and having the usual inner product in the fiber spaces Z(t) =p I(f), 
(2, It’) = 37, ,. It’E c. 
It is known that for any product system E, the fiber spaces E(r) are either 
all infinite dimensional or ail one-dimensional; moreover. any product 
system having one-dimensional fiber spaces is isomorphic to Z [3, 
Corollary of Lemma 7.31. In particular, errer~~ nontririal product .c~~.sfrm E 
hav kfinite dirnmsional ,fiber spacv.c E(t), t > 0. 
Recall that a rcprexnrrrtion of a product system E is an operator valued 
function 4: E + .‘%I( H) with the properties 
(2.1) (i) (4(u)<, II> is a measurable function of I’, 
for fixed <. q E ti, 
(ii) if tf and 2‘ belong to the same fiber E(r), 
then &P)* &zr) = (11, C> 1, 
(iii) #(UC) = (b(u) #(r). 
We emphasize that it is essential for our methods, as well as for the validity 
of some of the main results in the sequel, that we restrict attention to 
representations of E on sepurahlr Hilbert spaces. (2.l)(ii) implies that the 
restriction of 4 to each fiber E(t) is a linear map which satisfies 
~~c$(z!)[~ = //v//, cue [I], In this section we will construct a C*-algebra 
C*(E) with the property that every (separable) representation of E gives 
rise to a *-representation of C*(Ej. We continue the analysis of the 
representation theory of C*(E) in Section 3. 
I,et r; be the *-semigroup associated with the Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra 
in the preceding section. We regard C as a standard Bore1 space which is 
endowed with the (compatible) operations of multiplication and involution 
defined in Section 1. Lebesgue measure in !R2 induces a g-finite measure 1~1 
on Cc: o;P” which is symmetric and quasi-invariant in the sense of (1.10). It 
will be convenient to write d,- in place of &z(l), so that for an integrable 
function ,f‘: C + @ we have 
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The convolution ,f’.g of two functions ,f; gE L’(L) is defined uniquely by 
requiring that (,f’.g) rl= = (/‘r/z) * (g Lj:), or equivalently that 
for every bounded measurable function 14. Of course, .f‘.g can be written 
out explicitly in terms of ,f’ and g as in ( 1.3). 
For each 2 = (x, J,) EC, let K,(z) be the Banach space ./Y‘(E( JS), E(u)) of 
all compact operators 
A: E(y) -+ E(x). 
The set of pairs K, = ((2, A): 3 EL’. A E K,(z)) together with the projection 
p(z, A ) = I of K, onto C defines a family of Banach spaces 
over the base space C. There is a natural standard Bore1 structure on K, 
which is compatible with the norm topology on the fiber spaces K,:(r) and 
which renders the projection p: K, + Z measurable. This is defined as 
follows. Fix to > 0. Because of the axioms for product systems [ 1, 1 .l, I .2, 
1.31, there is an isomorphism of measurable families of Hilbert spaces 
U: E -+ (0. Y;# ) x E(t,,). 
In particular, for each t > 0 the restriction I/, of U to the fiber E(t) is a 
unitary operator with range E(t,,). For each X, J‘ > 0 we have a linear 
isometry 
Thus the total map ad, induces a bijection of K, onto the trivial family 
Z x X(E(t,,)) which is linear and isometric on fibers and commutes the 
diagram 
(2.3) 
U</,, 
K,- Zx X(E(t,)). 
The product Bore1 structure on C x X(E(t,)) can therefore be pulled back 
to a standard Bore1 structure on K, with the asserted properties. It is 
apparent that this Bore1 structure does not depend on the particular choice 
of t,,. 
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Notice that if A E .X(E(.V), E(s)) then A* E I‘(E(.u), E(J)). Thus the 
map A M A* carries the fiber space K,(z) in an isometric antilinear way 
onto the fiber space K,(I*); * is obviously measurable. 
If we choose a pair of operators 4, B in K,, say A E K,(s, J.), 
BE K,(s’, .I.‘), then the composition A B is defined only if y = .Y’. We have 
to extend this composition so as to obtain an operation defined on all of 
K,:x K,. In order to do this we must exploit the tensor product structure 
of E. 
Let u, h > 0 and choose an operator A E .a( Q’(a)). Then there is a unique 
operator A 0 f I, E -#(E(a + h)) satisfying the condition 
i1@ I,,: ll1:t-+A(zl)f’, llEE(nf, Z’EE(h). 
Indeed, since the mapping u@ L; E E(a) @ E(h) H UL’ E E(u + h) extends 
uniquely to a unitary operator c’: E(a) @ E(/>) -+ E(n + h), A 0 1 h is simply 
the operator U(A 0 1 C,h,) t’ ‘. 
Similarly, if A: E(a) -+ E(h) is a bounded operator between arbitrary 
fiber spaces of E and c > 0, we can define a unique operator A 0 1‘ : 
E(a i- C) -+ E(h + C) by requiring 
A@ 1‘: zrri-+A(ujt:, UEE(U), FEE(r). 
The operator A @ 1 i is never compact. 
NOW let A E K,(a, h) and BE K&c, ii) be two operators in K, and let I 
be the product of semigroup elements z = (u, h)(c, u’) EZ. We define a 
~~orn~~ct) operator itB E ICE(z) as 
i 
(AOl,. ,,I )B, if h < C* 
(2.4) AB= A,B, if h=~ 
A (BOI,, 0, if h>~. 
Note that in the first case where h< C, we have defined 
‘4 BE K,,(cr + c - h, d) as the composition of the two operators 
and in the case where h > C, A BE K,(a, tf + h - C) is the compositjon of 
E(d+h-c) Baby-‘---+ E(h)2 E(a). 
This multiplication rule clearly satisfies K,(z,) KE(z2) E K,(;, z2), I, F X, 
and in fact defines an associative multiplication in K,_ which is related to 
the adjoint operation in the expected way, 
(AB)* = PA*, A, BE Kt: 
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Briefly put, this multiplication is simply conzposirion of‘ operators where, 
before composing, one first makes two incompatible operators compatible 
by tensoring one or the other on the right by an appropriate identity I,,, 
II > 0. 
It is a routine, though tedious, exercise to show that this multiplication 
is jointly measurable. One may well ask why we have tensored on the right 
with identities, rather than on the left. Indeed, if one imitates the above 
construction by replacing all tensor products A @ l,, with I,,@ A, one 
obtains a similar structure which is not naturally isomorphic to the one we 
have defined; it is in fact isomorphic to the structure obtained by first 
replacing E with its opposite product system [ 11, and then carrying out the 
construction described above. In any case, the relation between these two 
structures is analogous to the relation between the left and right algebras 
of a locally compact group. We will encounter this second structure again 
in Sections 6 and 8. 
Let L’(K,J be the Banach space of all measurable sections 2 E Z++ 
F(z) E KL.(:) satisfying 
L’(K,) is a separable Banach space which, in view of the identification 
K, z Z x X(E(t,,)) for any t, > 0, is isometrically isomorphic to the space 
of all X(E(t,))-valued integrable functions on C. Hence the dual of L’( KJ 
is identified with the space L’(K2.) of measurable sections 
satisfying 
(2.6) ~Iw/J =ess sup /1w,lI < X. 
The pairing of L I (KT) and L’( K,) is given by 
(2.7) (Q, F) = [ co,(F(z)) &. 
-1 
We now make L’(K,) with a Banach *-algebra in the natural way. The 
involution FH F* is defined by 
(2.8) F*(z) = F(z*)*. 
Multiplication is convolution of sections, which can be defined as follows. 
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Fix F, GE L’(K,). We claim that there is a unique section FG E f,‘(K,) 
satisfying 
for every N‘E L ’ (KT). Indeed, one may explicitly compute the right side of 
(2.9) as an integral over part of R” by the same changes of variables 
necessary to prove formula (1.3). We omit the calculation and merely cite 
the result. For I = (.Y, ~3) E 2‘. 
where F is defined by 
F(s, t) = [ ’ F(s ~ jw, / ~ i) @ I, dj., 
and similarly for c. We will show that these integrals all exist and that 
(2.10) defines an integrable section in L’(K,). 
Consider first the integral (2.11). In the integrand, F(u. h) is taken as 
zero whenever u < 0 or h < 0. For each 3., S, t > 0, F(.s - i., r - i.) @ 1 j, is an 
operator from E(t) to E(s) of norm llF(s - A, t - j-)11. Hence the integral on 
the right in (2.11) is a well-defined operator in d(E( t), E(s)) almost 
everywhere cis dr, and in fact we have 
llF(.s, t)ll < u(s ~ t), 3, t > 0. 
where U: R + IL! is the nonnegative integrable function 
Because of the estimate 
I I I 
s i 1 IlF(x, t)l/ llG(t, y)Il dt dx d.1, 0 “0 ” 0 
d L,’ i,,’ i,,< u(.Y- t) IlG(t, ,v)ll d.y dr (II,< Il4, IIGII, 
we see that 
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defines a compact operator from E(J) to E(x) a.e. ri.u &) and we have 
Similarly, 
M(.Y, y) = 1 ’ F(.Y, t) C( t, J-) dt 
“0 
defines a section in L’(K,). Thus (2.10) defines an integrable section 
FG E L’(K,). 
One can now show, either directly via (2.10) or indirectly (and more 
simply) via (2.9), that this multiplication and involution make L’(K,;) into 
a Banach *-algebra. 
DEFINITION 2.12. C*(E) is defined as the enveloping <‘*-algebra of 
L’(K,). 
It is clear that C*(E) is a separable C’*-algebra whose representations 
are identified with the contractive *-representations of L’(K,). In the 
remainder of this section we will show how every representation 
4: E + A?(H) gives rise to a representation 7-r: C*(E) + .#(H). The converse 
is more difficult and will be established in Section 3. 
Note first that every pair j’. g of integrable sections in L’(E) gives rise 
to a “rank one” section ,f’@g in L’( K,) as 
(.f’@g)(.Y, .v) =.f’(-x)@g(?~). 
That is to say, (,f’@g)(s, J) is the rank-one operator 
UE E(y)++ (u. g(y)) ,~‘(.Y)EE(.~). 
j’@g is linear in .f‘? antilinear in g, and satisfies 
lI.f‘O~ll .lCA*, = lI.f’ll/.‘,I:, ll~ll,‘,,). 
PROPOSITION 2. I 3. L ’ (K, ) is .spunn~d hy i ,f’@ g: ,f’, g E L ’ (E) ). 
Proof. By the Hahn -Banach theorem, it suffices to show that if 
w E L” (KE) is a bounded measurable section 
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which satisfies 
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(2.14) (cu, .f’@‘?) = 0, .f; gE L’(E). 
then W, = 0 (a.e. t/r). 
Fix such an OJ satisfying (2.14). For each (.Y, J,) E J.’ WC can realize IIJ, ,, I, 
as a tract-class operator Q,,, , ): E(s) + E(J’) by way of the pairing 
VJ, ,. / ,(A ) = trace(Q, ,, , ,A ), A E .X’( E( ,I’), E(.Y)) 
Notice that Q(,. ,) A is a trace-class operator in .&(E(J~)), so that the 
meaning of trace(Q, ,, , ) A) is clear. Of course, we have 
trace[(R,,. ,, * Q,,, ,,)I ‘1 = I/oJ,,. ,,,I1 d M-c ‘x 
for all s, .r > 0. 
Now by (2.14) we have 
for every,f; gE L’(E). Let f~,, cl, be a sequence of measurable sections of 
p: E--f (0, x.) with the property that (r,(t), r,(r), . ..) is an orthonormal 
basis for E(t) for every t > 0 [ 1, 1.21. In order prove that 52, , , , = 0 almost 
everywhere (cl.uc~)~) it suffices to show that, for every 112, n > 1. 
(Q,,. ,,~,J.Y), fJ,,(.,~)) =o a.e. ( L/.Y C/J$ 
For that, fix nz and n and choose II, 1: E L’(0, x ). Taking,f’(s) = u(.Y) P,,,(.Y) 
and g( .r) = P(J) e,,( .I,), we have 
Since u and I’ are arbitrary in L’(0, XC) and since (x, IX)++ 
(Q,,,,,r,,,(jt), P,,(.Y)) is in L’((0. x,)x (0, ‘x)), (2.15) follows. 1 
Now let d: E + .8(H) be a (separable) representation of E. For every 
f’~ L’(E) we have 
and hence the Bochner integral 
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exists as a bounded operator on H. We will use the same symbol to denote 
this integrated version of 4, 
This defines a linear mapping of L’(E) into .#( H) of norm at most 1. 
THEOREM 2.16. For every representation 4: E + .W( H) there is a unique 
representation 71: C*(E) 4 9(H) such that 
~(.f‘O,!?) = d4.f’) d(x)* 
,for ever!’ ,j’. g E L’(E); 7c is nona’egenerute. 
Proof: Assuming first that rr exists, its uniqueness is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 2.13. By [I, corollary of Proposition 2.71, 
H is spanned by &E)H. This implies that $(L’(E)) H spans H, and the 
latter implies that {rc(,f’@jj)t:,f: go L’(E). 5~ H) spans H. Hence rc is 
nondegenerate. 
For existence, fix 4: E + ,4(H) and choose s, y > 0. We claim first that 
there is a unique bounded linear map n ~, : K,(x, ~9) --f %I( H) such that 
for every u E E(.u), c E E(J,). Again, the uniqueness of 71~. , is clear from the 
fact that K,Jx, ~9) is spanned by its rank-one operators. To construct 71,. ), 
we require 
LEMMA 2.17. Let 4: E + J(H) he a repre.sentation of‘ E and ,fi,y t > 0. 
There is (I unique isometr)) W,: E(t) @ H + H satisfjing 
w,(uo5)=&u)t, UE E(t), CG H. 
The runge projection of’ W, is given hi- 
W, WP = i: de,,(t) d(e,(t))*. 
I,= I 
(e,(t), r*(t), .._) being an)’ orthonormal hu.si.s,fhr E(t). 
Proc$ For u, I’ E E(t), <, q E H, we have 
<&u)5,4(tl)r?)= (4(c)* 4(U)<? II> = (U> Z’)<L rl) = (UOi;, z:Orl). 
and hence there is a unique isometry W, with the stated property 
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W,(u 0 < ) = d(u) 5. The range of W, is clearly spanned by &E(t)) H, and by 
the proof of Proposition 1.14 of [I], the projection onto the latter space 
has the asserted form. 1 
Now for each .Y, ~9 > 0 and each operator A E K,. (x, ~3) = .X’(E( J.), E(.v) ), 
we have a composable sequence of operators 
and so we can define n,.,(A) by 
(2.18) 7-r,,,(A)= W,(AOl,,)WP. 
We claim that for u E E(.u) and 11 E E( j,), we have 
(2.19) 71,,,(uou)=~(z~)~(t:)*. 
Since both sides of (2.19) have initial spaces contained in [&E( J,))H], it 
suffices to show that 
for every ~3 E E(J) an [ E H. The right side of this equation is (II’, r) d(u)<, 
whereas the left side is 
as required. 
Thus, for each I EC, we have a linear mapping 
n,: K,;(r) + :‘A(H) 
satisfying rc,(u@ 6) = i(u) @(II)*, f or every rank-one operator u 0 CC KJz). 
Let 71: K, -+ ti( H) be the total map, defined by n/A, (-, = rr,, I E Z. 
LEMMA 2.20. x is u measurdle ,finction which sutisfie.s 
~(A)~c(B)=~(AB) 
n(A)* = x(A*), A, BE K,. 
Proof: To check the measurability of 71 it suffices to show that if 
F: ZEZ:H F(z) E K,(z) is any bounded measurable section of K,- and 
4, q E H, then (TC,(F(Z))<, q) defines a measurable function of ;. 
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To see this, fix F, r, ye and choose a sequence (I,, e2, of measurable 
sections of p: E + (0, Y;) such that [e,(y), c~(J,), . ..) is an orthonormal 
basis for E(J,) for every J’ > 0. Since rt ,, ,.(F(.Y, y)) has its initial space in 
[&E(.r))H] and since (&cI,,(J!)) &c,~(J*))*: II = 1, 2. . ..) is a sequence of 
mutually orthogonal projections in 3(H) summing to the projection on 
[&E(y))H], we have 
and therefore 
where u,,(.L Y) = (z,, ,(F(s, ,r)) &e,,(.r)) &e,,(~t))* [, 11). Thus it suffices to 
show that each u,, is measurable, Write 
(2.21 ) u,,(.c JX)= (71,. ,(F(.L Y)) W,(~,,(!‘)O~(f’,,(?‘))* 51, rl) 
= (W,(F(-L ~,)c’,,(?‘)o~(c’,,(~))* 0, fl> 
= (G4fq.u. .l!) (),,(?‘)I d(e,,(.r))* r, PI) 
= (cb(fJ,,(!‘))* 5- &F(.v, .I,) f’,,(.v))* ,I). 
Since both F and c,, are measurable, (x, y) H F(.Y, J) C,,(J) defines a 
measurable function from 2‘ to E. Hence 
both define measurable H-valued functions, and the measurability of the 
last term of (2.21) is evident. 
We show next that 
(2.22) 7r(AB) = n(A) 7r(B), A, BE K,;. 
For fixed r, z’ E C, both 
A, Bwn(AB) 
A, Bwn(A) n(B) 
define bounded bilinear forms on K,(z) x K,(Y). Therefore it suffices to 
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show that (2.22) holds for rank-one operators A = u 0 C E K,(s, t), 
B= u’@ F’E K,:(s’, t’). There are three cases to consider: 
(i) .s< t’, (ii) .s = t’, (iii) .s > 1’. 
We will check only (i). leaving (ii) and (iii) for the reader. We have 
(2.23 ) n(w~C)7C(ll’OC’)=~(zl)~(1’)*~(24’)~(1”)*. 
where II E E(s), r E E(t), U’ E E(s’), U’ E E(r’). Since t <s’ and E(s’) is span- 
ned by E(t) E(.s’ - t), we may assume that U’ has the form u’= H.,H”, where 
II’, E E(t) and H.’ E E(s’ - t). Then 
d(c)* (b(d) = c)(c)* I &Id, = (II‘,, 21) &w’, 
and hence the right side of (2.23) can be written 
(2.24 ) (I(‘,, P) fj(u) fj(lV’) $4(c)* = q5( II’,, P)(d)) fj(L”)*. 
On the other hand, if we multiply II @ C and u’@ 6 according to the rules 
given for K,.., we find that 
(uO21)(u’Or’)=((uO~)0 1, ,) (24’0 C’). 
Taking U’ = H.,H” in the latter gives ( H’[, r)(u~,‘)@ F. and hence 
which agrees with the right of (2.24). Therefore n is multiplicative. The fact 
that n(A *) = z(A)* for rank-one operators A E K, is obvious. and Lemma 
2.20 follows. 1 
It is now easy to show that this mapping 71: K,+ .#(H) can be 
integrated to give a *-representation of the Banach *-algebra L’(K,J. 
LEMMA 2.25. Let 71: KL. + d(H) hr a tnrasurahle fiinction u#~ich i.v u 
contractiw linear mapping on rach ,fi;her KL (z) and sutisfkc’s 
n(AB) = ~(‘4) n(B), 7r(A)* = 71(/f*), A, BE K,:. 
Then 
7-?(F) = ( n(F(z)) dz, FE L’(K,J 
“2 
defines u cwntractit’r representation of‘ the Banach *-ulgehru L’(K,). 
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Proo#I Since llrr(F(z))Il 6 ilF(z)l/ f or each FE L’(K,,), it is clear that the 
integral 
77(F)= ( Tc(F(z)) d: 
‘1 
exists and defines a contractive self-adjoint linear map of L’(K,) into 
B(H). 
Fix F, GE L’(K,), <, q E H. We have to show that 
(2.26) (i?(FG)t, rl) = (fi(F) 2(G)<. q). 
For each ZEZ, define a bounded linear functional OI, on K,;(z) by 
to,(A)= (Tc(A)(, q> 
Clearly /(0=11 6 IlQ llql( for every 3, and the total function 
is measurable because of the measurability of n: K,: -+ :%P( H). Thus we can 
think of Q as an element of the dual of L’(K,) in the obvious way, 
(Q, H) = 1 o,(H(,-)) ui-, HE L’(K,). 
“2 
Consider the left side of (2.26). We have 
But by formula (2.9), we have 
as required. 
Since every bounded *-representation of L’(KJ extends to a representa- 
tion of C*(E), the proof of Theorem 2.16 is complete. 1 
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Remarks. If we apply this construction to the trivial product system Z. 
then we see from the discussion of Section 1 that C*(Z) is the Wiener 
Hopf C*-algebra. 
In general, we have constructed C*(E) by forming a *-algebra of 
integrable sections of a “multiplicative” bundle p: K,<+ z‘ over the 
*-semigroup C. In some respects, this resembles the construction of the 
crossed product C*-algebra 2‘~ A associated with an action of a locally 
compact group C on a C*-algebra A. But one must be careful not to push 
this analogy too far. For example, in the case of crossed products, both the 
group z and the C*-algebra A are contained in the multiplier algebra of 
C x A. This fact is very useful for reconstructing a covariant pair of 
representations of (L, A) out of a representation of the crossed product 
CxA. 
Here, on the other hand, it turns out that E is contained in the left multi- 
plier algebra of C’*(E) but not the right multiplier algebra. This lack of 
symmetry causes some difficulty when one attempts to show that every 
representation rc: C*(E) +.1(H) is obtained by the above construction 
from a representation 4: E--t d(N). Specifically, since E G LM(C*(E)), it 
is quite easy to construct a representation 4: E + J(H) from rr in the 
natural way. By Theorem 2.16, one obtains a second representation 
7~‘: C*(E) + &9(H) satisfying 
7f(f’@P) = 4(f) d(R)“> ,f; ,qeL’(E). 
Unfortunately, it is not obvious that 7c = rc’, and our proof of this fact in 
Section 3 is more involved than we would like. 
More perplexing is the related fact that we have been unable to construct 
a bounded approximate unit for the Banach algebra L’(K,i). It is not 
hard to show that L’(K,) is spanned by the set of products 
[ FG. F GE L’(K,)), but of course that is a much weaker assertion. 3 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF C*(E) 
We have seen in Section 2 that every separable representation 
f+hE+ 8(H) of E gives rise to a representation n: C*(E) +.8(H) by way 
(3.1) WO‘!?) = i(f) 4(g)*, .I; go L’(E). 
It is conceivable that there are representations of C*(E) that are not 
associated in this way with representations of E. The purpose of this 
section is to show that C*(E) is the “correct” C*-algebra in the sense that 
these irrelevant representations do not exist. 
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Notice first that L’(E) is a Banach algebra with respect to the convolu- 
tion defined by 
r\ 
f’ * g(x) = 
J 
,f‘(.r) g(.u ~ s) cl.,. s > 0. 
0 
This convolution has the expected property with respect to representations 
4: E + S(H); namely, if 4: L’(E) -+ ,%(H) is the associated linear map of 
L’(E) obtained by integration 
4(.f‘) = jy 4( f‘(t)) dr, 
then we have 
(3.2) 4(./l 4(g) = 4t.r * K). 
Of course, the operator algebra &L’(E)) is not self-adjoint. 
Consider now the left action of E on L’(E); if 12 E E(t) and .f’~ L’(E), then 
$is the element of L’(E) defined by 
rf( .Y ) = 
i 
vj’( I - t ), .t- > t, 
0, O<.Yd t. 
Clearly u(v~) = (ua).f’ for U, u E E, ,f‘~ L’(E), and the formula (3.2) has the 
following counterpart 
(3.3) 4(v) 4(f) = 4(cf ). I: E E, J‘E L’(E). 
Now let 71: C’*(E) + d(H) be a nondegenerate *-representation on a 
separable Hilbert space. If n happens to arise from a representation q5 of E 
as in (3.1) then the preceding remarks show that we must have 
(3.3) 4(c) d.f’OK) = 7dvr.@g) 
for every VE E, .f; g E L’(E). The following result implies that in general 
(and perhaps not surprisingly), one can use (3.3) as the dtlfinition of 4. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For rvrry nondegenrratr representution TI: C’*(E) -+ 
B(H), there is u unique representutiotz 4: E + d(H) which sutisfes (3.3 ). 
ProojI Fix t > 0 and let U, t‘ E E(r). We claim first that for all 
f,,h, g,, g,EL’(E), we have 
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This will follow (after a straightforward integration over L) if we show that 
for all 11‘~, I$‘~, ~3; , \i$ E E, we have 
(H~,@iT~)(zw, @d’)= (u. l’)(W,O~l~I,,(11’, O\T’,) 
The latter is an elementary consequence of the definition of multiplication 
in K,:. Indeed, if 11’~ @ Ml; and IV, @ T?‘, are c~c~r~pos~l~lc~, then the rank-one 
operators b2z2 @Ei an d II‘, BE’, are composablc and we have 
(N‘? @Fz)(uw, 0 ,c; ) = (WL‘, . rlt~;) 11’2 @ I?; 
= ( I,, 2’ ) ( II’, ) 11,; ) iI‘2 0 17, 
= (u, P)(W2 @ l?;)(w, 0 ,7; ), 
as required. If it‘? @ M’> and IIT, @ 9, arc not composable, then we tensor 
one or the other by an appropriate identity on the right so as to make 
them composable. and then compose; a similar identity yields the required 
formula. 
Now fix L‘E E(t). t>O, let ,f;.,/i. ,qr, K?E L’(E) and Ict c,. <?E H. We 
have 
Because 71 is nondegenerate and L’(K,) is spanned by {f@g: 
,/; RE L’(E)), H is spanned by vectors of the form n(J’@g)<,,f; RE L’(E), 
i; E H. It follows that there is a unique bounded operator @(I,) on H which 
satisfies 
(41’): ~(.f‘O,e)c+-+ 71(Lf@K)e, 
for every ,I; K E L’(E), ; E H, and moreover. 
q5(1:)* qqzj)= IIt’ll I. 
For f fixed. a standard polarization argument shows that we have 
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The fact that d(u) #(P) = c,z~( ua) is an immediate consequence of the defini- 
tion of 4 (3.3) together with the associative law zl($) = (uc),f’, u, PEE, 
,f‘~ L’(E). 
To see that 4 is measurable, it suffices to show that for every measurable 
section t HP(~) E E(t) and every pair of vectors <, q E H with 5 of the form 
[ = n(f@g)<,,, the inner product (&p(t));, q) is a measurable function of 
t. But for each t > 0 we have 
and the latter is clearly measurable because t ++ e( t).f‘@g is a measurable 
function from (0, CC ) to L’(K,) and FH (n(F)to, 7) is a continuous 
function from L’( K,) to C. 1 
Rrmurks. We conclude that if we are given any nondegenerate 
representation TC: C*(E) + :M( H), we may construct a representation 
d: E + d(H) which satisfies (3.3). It remains to show that C#J and rt are 
related as in formula (3.1 ). This would appear to be a simple consequence 
of the results of the preceding section. Indeed, (2.16) implies that there is 
a representation rr,, : C*(E) + .8(H) which satisfies 
%(,f‘Og) = d(.f’) c&K)*. f’, SE L’(E). 
Unfortunately, it is not at all obvious that TI(, = 71, and the remainder of this 
section is devoted to a proof of this fact. The key result is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Lcjt 71 he u nondqpwrutr r~~prescntation of C*(E) on H 
und let 4: E + :,A( H) hc u represmtation \chich is r&ted to TT Hal (3.3), 
Then TC( C*( E))” is the wn Nrumunn u&bra gwrrutrd by 4(E) 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.4, we deduce some consequences. 
COROL~LARY 1. Let 4: E + .#( H) he u rcpresrntution of E, und let T(, . x2 
he tww nondegmerutr r~~presentutions of’C*(E) on H ri,hich sutisfjx 
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Proof: Consider the representation 4: E-+ .&( HO II) and the non- 
degenerate representation 5: C*(E) + ,?)I( H @ H) defined by 
By hypothesis, 6 and 5 satisfy condition (3.3). So by Theorem 3.4, any 
unitary operator which commutes with g(E) must also commute with 
I?( C*( E)). Since 
obviously commutes b(E), it must also commute with c(a) for every 
u E C*(E), which implies 71, = nz. 1 
The second corollary is the principal result of this section 
COROLLARY 2. For ecerJ> nondegenerute repwsrrztution 71: C*(E) -+ 
d(H), thew is II unique representation 4: E + .JA( H) such that q4 and IL sutisfj. 
(3.1). 
Proof: Let 4: E---f .3(H) be the representation of E given by Proposi- 
tion 3.4, and let 71,): C*(E) + :A#( H) be the representation of C*(E) 
associated with 4 by Theorem 2.16. Of course, the pair (& no) satisfies 
(3.1). Moreover, we have 
d(L’) %(.f’O‘f) = 4(t:) WI 4(g)* = hlif’) 4(g)* = no(~:f’@~), 
for UE E, 1; go L'(E). Hence both pairs (4, n,,) and (d, n) satisfy (3.3). By 
Corollary 1, 71 = no, and the existence of 0 is established. 
The uniqueness of d is an obvious consequence of its definition (3.1) and 
the fact that H is spanned by vectors of the form ~r(,f’@K)t. f; KE L’(E), 
<EH. 1 
Turning now to the proof of Theorem 3.4, let n: be a nondegenerate 
representation of C*(E) on H, and let 4 be the representation of E on H 
defined by Proposition 3.4, 
1’~ E, .I; KE L’(E). Let W*(&E)) be the von Neumann algebra generated 
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by 4(E). The preceding formula implies that b(E) rr(L’(K,)) c n(n(L’(K,)) 
and hence 
d(E) n(C’*(E))“i Tc(C*(E))” 
It follows that W*(&E)) is contained in rr(C*(E))“. In order to prove the 
opposite inclusion we require the following formula, the proof of which is 
a rather unpleasant calculation. 
LEMMA 3.5. Lrt f’, g E L’(E). let I’ E E(t). und .supposr g is supportcci itI 
thr intrroul 0 < .Y < t. Then 
g(t--.Y)* 1’. ‘~I’(.\--) = o 
i. 
o<r< t, 
.Y 3 t. 
Remark. Notice that since g( t - s) E(s) z E(t) for 0 < .Y < f, left multi- 
plication by g( t - s) defines a bounded A from the Hilbert space E(s) to 
the Hilbert space E(t). Hence we can form the adjoint A*: E(t) + E(.u), and 
in the statement of Lemma 3.5 above we have written g(t -.u)* I’ for t.he 
vector A*[) E E(J). 
Proof’ of’ Lemmu 3.5. Since H is spanned by vectors of the form 
n(,f”@g’)t,,f”, g’~ L’(E). <E H, it suffkes to show that 
Moreover, since d(r) Q”@,$) = rr(c/“@g’) and d(,f’* (Rr)) rc(,f”@g’) = 
rc(,f’ * (kc) * ,f’ OK’). the latter will follow if we prove 
(3.6) (,f’@g)(lf’@$)=f* (St:) *.f“@i’ 
for arbitrary ,f”, g’ 0 L’(E). 
To prove (3.6), fix .f”, g’ and write F = .f’@ g. G = cf” OK’. Then F and G 
belong to L’(K,) and we have to calculate the product 
(3.7) FG(s, ~1) = 1 ’ F(.u. 7) G(7, ~‘1 d7 + i‘ ’ Ft‘(s, 7) G(r, ~‘1 d7. 
- 0 “0 
Notice that the second integral in (3.7) vanishes. Indeed, since g lives in 
(0, t) we have 
F(.u, y)=,f’(.x)@g(y)=O for J.31, 
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and since L;$ lives in (t, ~3) we have G(s, 1,) = rf“(r) @,q( ~9) = 0 for all 
.Y E (0, t) and hence 
for all .r E (0, 1). Thus F(.u. 5) G‘(r, ~9) = 0 for all r > 0. and the assertion 
follows. 
It remains to show that 
*’ F(s,T)G(r,?,)rlr=f’*(R~)*,f“(.u)Og’(?’) 
-0 
for all s, j’ > 0. Fix s, ~3, and T E (t, r, ), and write 
F(.~.~)G(T,J~)= rT [(.f’(.~-r~)Og(r)E,))Ol;](l:1”(~)0~’(!’))~jj. 
” 0 
where the second equality results from the substitution p = r - j", and the 
third results from the fact that g lives in (0, t). Since ($‘)(7)=~.,f’(r- r) 
and since 0 < ,LJ < T in the last integrand, we can write 
If the latter expression is now integrated over 0 < p < T, we obtain after the 
substitution i. = T -- /L: 
and integration of the latter over (t, x ) with respect to T gives 
.f‘* (‘@) * I”(.x)@gg’(j’). 
as required. 1 
For each r>O, let P, be the projection onto the subspace 
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By [ 1, Sections 1. 21 the function t E (0, x ) H P, is decreasing, is con- 
tinuous in the strong operator topology, and tends strongly to 1 as t + 0 + 
Moreover, if c>,(r), C’>(I), .. is any orthonormal basis for E(r) then 
&e,(t)), d(uz( t)). is a sequence of isometries having mutually orthogonal 
ranges such that 
(3.8) pr= i: d(p,,(f)) &e,Jr))*. 
,1 I 
LEMMA 3.9. Ler,f, geLI( vEE(t), t>O 
(i) Zf’g is supported in (t, x ), then 
W’OI:)P, = Qog). 
(ii) If g is supported in (0, t], then ~l(,f’@g) P, belongs to the con 
Neumunn algebra generatrd by c+b( E).
Proqf: (i) By taking adjoints, it suffices to show that 
(3.10) 4gO.f)ffc I$QE(f))W, 
whenever g lives in (t, zc ). Now if g happens to have the form L’ .g,, for 
some z’EE(~), ~,,EL’(E), then 
4gOfl= ~(~g,,O.j=) = d(E) 7-4&O fL 
from which (3.10) is immediate. By Appendix A.1, every g E L’(E) which 
vanishes on (0, t] can be approximated by linear combinations of functions 
of the above form t:.g,, and (3.10) follows. 
(ii) Assume now that g lives in 0 <.x < t. Let c,: ez, be an 
orthonormal basis for E( t ). By the preceding remarks, we have 
p, = 1 &r,,) d(e,,)*, 
and hence x(.f 02) P, is given by the sum of the strongly convergent series 
By Lemma 3.5 we see that n(f‘@g) &P,,) belongs to &L’(E)) c W*(&E)) 
for every n= 1, 2, . . . . hence n(,f@g) &e,,)d(r,,)* belongs to W*(4(E)) for 
every n > I, and (ii) follows. 1 
We have to show that R(L’(KJ) is contained in the von Neumann 
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algebra W*($(E)) generated by 4(E). Since L’(K,:) is spanned by 
(,f’@K:,f; RE L’(E)) and since 
,lJ, (,/‘EL’(E):,f‘lives in (0, t)) 
is dense in L’(E). it suffices to prove the following assertion: 
To this end. fix T> 0 and fix .f; KE L’(E) such that K(X) = 0 for .Y >, T. 
Let P = {O = j,, < 1, < < t,, = Ti be a finite partition of the real interval 
[0, i-1. We can write 
4,f’OK) = i d.f’O~,), 
,=I 
where xl (.Y) = g(s) if t, , < .Y d t, and is zero otherwise. By Lemma 3.9(i) 
we have 
4.f‘Oi,) = 4.I‘Ox;)p,, , 
for every j= 1, 2, . . . . II, and hence 
(3.12) Q@K)= i ~(.l‘o~,)p,,+ i 41’O‘@,NP,, ,-P,,). 
I- ’ i- ’ 
The first term on the right of (3.12) belongs to W*(&E)) by Lemma 3,9(n). 
Now we may consider the second term, 
(3.13) A,= f 4,f’O~,)(P,, ,-P,,). 
/- 1 
to be a net indexed by the increasing directed set of all finite partitions P 
of [O. r], where as usual P < Q means that Q is a refinement of P. There- 
fore, in order to show that n(,J’@g) belongs to W*(&E)), it suffices to 
establish the following 
LEMMA 3.14. The net A,, of‘ oprrators &fined tq, (3.13) is un$wnzl~~ 
houndd in norm and converges to zero in the ,veak operator topologj:l’. 
Proof Since the L’-norms ll~lll~ l/~rl/, “-3 IlKA sum to 
I/g1 +FC+ ... +g,,II = IId, we have 
II&II d 2 ll.f’ll . Ik,lI = ll.f‘il /IA, 
,=I 
for every partition P of [0, r]. 
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Now fix <, ‘1 E H. It remains to show that 
lim (Apr. q) =O. 
P 
We have already pointed out that the family of projections ( P,: I > 0) is 
strongly continuous and tends strongly to I at t =.O. So if we put PO = I, 
then 
fE[O. T]HP,; 
defines a uniformly continuous arc of vectors in H. 
Fix E > 0. Then we may find 6 > 0 so that 11 P, ( - P,,‘lj d c for every 
s, t E [0, T] satisfying Is- rI d Cs. Let P, be any finite partition of [0, r] 
into subintervals of length not exceeding 6. If 
P= iO=t,,<r,< . ..<t.,=T) 
is any refinement of P,, then we have I/P,! , < ~ P,,<il <f: for all ,j= 1, . . . . n 
and hence 
GC IIP,, ,t - P,.irll ll.f’II i/x,/l l/VII 
G i: Ilfll lltlll i //,q,il = I: ll.f’ll llrlll . IId 
l-1 
where we have again used the fact that 
IlKIll + IIFT:ll + .” + IIK,,II = IIKII. 
This estimate implies that A, converges weakly to zero, and the proof is 
complete. 1 
4. NUCLEARITY 
A C*-algebra A is nucleur if there is a unique C*-norm on the algebraic 
tensor product A 0 B of A with every C*-algebra B. This property is par- 
ticularly important for separable C*-algebras which are not type 1, since it 
is known to be equivalent to several useful properties of the weak closure 
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of A in every representation [4, pp. 98-99. particularly see Corollaire 8. 
p. 991. 
The purpose of this section is to show that the <‘*-algebra of every 
product system is nuclear. This is based on the following result relating 
C*(E) to the Cuntz algebra 0 ,. , together with some basic work of Conncs. 
and of Effros and Lance. which we will describe presently. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.4, there is a representation 4: E + .d( H) such that 
d(E) generates n( C’*( E))” as a von Neumann algebra. Let t, . tz. be a 
sequence of positive real numbers having the propertics 
(4.2) (i 1 t,,/f,, + , is a positive integer, and 
(ii) inrt,,: m, n > 1 ) is dense in (0, x ) 
For example, t,, = (n !) ’ will do. In general, any such sequence t,, is 
decreasing and converges to zero. Let AI,,, be the C*-algebra generated bq 
&E(t,,)), n= 1, 2, 
Note first that -cl, is isomorphic to 0, . Indeed. E(t,,) is infinite dimcn- 
sional because E is nontrivial; if we choose an orthonormal basis u,, u,, 
for E(t,,) and put V, =&u,), then V,, Vz. is a sequence of isometries 
having mutually orthogonal ranges such that d(E(t,,)) is the norm-closed 
linear span of ( V,, V?, 1. It follows that 
.c(, = c‘*( I;, , C’,, . ..I 2 0 , 
Notice next that ,4, G .~d,+, More generally, if t is any positive real 
number and N = 1. 2, . . . . we claim that tj(E(Nt)) is contained in the 
C*-algebra generated by &E(t)). Indeed, since E(o + h) is spanned by 
E(u) E(h) for all u, h > 0, it follows from an obvious iteration that E(Nt) is 
spanned by all N-fold products 14 1 u2 u ,V, U, . . . . . II L E E( t ). Therefore, 
d(E(Nt)) is contained in the norm closed linear span of $(E(t)) ‘. from 
which the assertion is evident. 
In particular, IJ,, ,4, is a *-subalgebra of the von Neumann algebra 
generated by 4(E). By the double commutant theorem, it remains to show 
that a self-adjoint operator TEA(H) which commutes with IJ,, ~4, must 
also commute with d(E). 
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In order to prove that, we introduce the semigroup r = {c(,: t 3 0 \ of 
normal *-endomorphisms of .I(H) associated with 4: for t > 0, rr is defined 
by 
(e,(t), e,(t), . ..) b etng any orthonormal basis for E(t). !xo is defined to be 
identity map of :d(H). SI is not necessarily an E,,-semigroup because x,( I ) 
may differ from I. But we do have weak continuity of the operator 
functions 
t E [O, x ) t-+ r,(B), 
for every BE a’(H) [ 1, Section 21. 
Now if T= T* E :8(H) commutes with x4,, then T commutes with the set 
of isometries V, = &c,( t,,)), V, = &ez( t,,)), ___, and hence 
r,,,(T) = c V, TV,* = T c V, V:, 
A !. 
i.e., r,,(T) = Tx,,J 1 ). If we iterate this last formula m times and use the fact 
that the projections x,( 1 ) are decreasing in .v, we obtain 
%,,,,( 7-1 = T%,,,( 1 13 m= 1, 2, 
So if T commutes with IJ,, .$, then we have 
(4.3) X,(T)= TX,(~) 
for all .Y in the set of (4.2)(ii). By weak continuity of x,(T) and x,( 1) in ,Y, 
we conclude that (4.3) holds for all positive s. 
Notice that (4.3) implies that T commutes with E(s). Indeed, if UE E(s) 
then, multiplying (4.3) on the right by d(u) and using the basic commuta- 
tion formula s(,( B) d(u) = b(u) B, B E ,gA( H), we obtain 
as required. 1 
Owing to work of Connes, and of Effros and Lance, it is known that a 
separable C*-algebra A is nuclear iff 7c( ..A),, is an injective von Neumann 
algebra for every representation TX of A on a separable Hilbert space 
[4, Corollaire 8, p. 991. Using this, together with (4.1) and some results of 
Cuntz, we obtain 
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COROLLARY. For ever?~ prodwt .s?:stetn E, c’*(E) is II nuclear C’*-ul~#mr. 
Proof: If E is the trivial product system then, by the discussion of 
Section 1, C*(E) is the Wiener Hopf C*-algebra. which is obviously 
nuclear. 
So assume E is nontrivial. By the preceding remarks it suffices to show 
that for every separable nondegenerate representation rr of C‘*(E). 
rr( C*(E))” is an injective von Neumann algebra. But for such a 7-r. WC can 
write 
n(C*( E))” = d”, 
where .d is the norm closure of u,, <cd,, .Q’, G XZ/? G .. being the 
(‘*-algebras constructed in (4.1 ). Each ~4, is nuclear by a result of Cuntz 
[5], and therefore so is the inductive limit .n/. Applying the unused 
implication of the preceding remarks to the identity representation 
id: .n/ + :+9(H), 
we conclude that 11” is injective. 1 
5. THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION 
For every product system E we can form the space of all square 
integrable sections, obtaining a separable Hilbert space L’(E). The inner 
product in L’(E) is given by 
((i> 17) = 5, <at), v(t)) dt. 
and we have a direct integral decomposition 
@ L’(E)= s 
E(t) dt 
IO. I , 
The latter formula shows that L*(E) is a continuous analogue of the Fock 
space 
constructed over a Hilbert space H [ 1 ] 
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Associated with every vector I’ E E, we have left and right creation 
operators I(U), V(V), defined on L”(E) by 
1’ 
i. 
j’(.u ~ /), .Y > t 
I(P) <(.u) = o 
0 < .Y < f 
<(s- r)t:, 
1. 
.\- 1 t 
r(u) ((.u) = o 
0 < .Y < f. 
I defines a rc~prrsmtu~iorz of E on L’(E) and r defines an cmti-rc~pre.Fmtution. 
1 is called the regulur wprrsentation. The two sets of operators I(E), r(E) 
mutually commute, but I(E)* does nor commute with r(E). Indeed. the 
purpose of this section is to show that the commutant of I(E) u I(E)* is 
trivial. 
As with any representation of E, we may integrate I to obtain a contrac- 
tive representation of the Banach algebra of L’-sections. 
4.f 1 = [’ Kf’(t)) r/t, ,f’E L’(E). 
d 0 
Here, I(J) is left convolution by ,f’: 
” \ 
I(,f‘) ((.u) = J .f’( t) <(.1- - I) dt, .r>o. t _ E L’(E). 
0 
By Theorem 2.16, there is a unique representation i. of C*(E) on L’(E) 
satisfying 
E. is called the rrgdur rt~prrsmtution of C*(E). The following result, 
together with Theorem 3.4, implies that the regular representation of C*(E) 
is irreducible. 
THEOREM 5.2. l(E) is an irreducible set ~f’operators in &L”(E)). 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is based on a “continuity” property of product 
systems (Proposition 5.5 below). We begin with an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let V, , V2, ___ he N sryumce of’ isometrics rrcting on u 
Hilhert space H such thut 
1 v,, I;,; = P < I 
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Proof: Because of the relations 
(5.4) a(A) V,,= V,,A, n> 1, AE.~(H). 
it follows that each operator V,,, k’: commutes with a(:#( H)). 
Conversely. let T~cl(d(H))’ satisfy T= TP= PT. For each ~1. IZ 3 1 and 
A E .#( H) we have by (5.4) 
V,T, TC’,,A = V,T, 7-x(A) V,, = V,T,x(A) TV,, = .4 V,T TV,,. 
Hence V,T TV,, must be a scalar operator, say L’,T, TV,, = i .,,,,, I. Since 
T= PTP. we can write T as a strongly convergent double sum 
T = 1 V,,, V,T, TV,, V,: = 2 2 ,,,,, V,,, V,T. 
,,1. ,i 171. !I 
as required. fi 
Now let E be a product system and fix t > 0. For every .s E (0, f), the 
natural identification 
E(t)rE(.s)@E(f-.s) 
gives rise to an embedding 
A~c%l(E(.c))~A@l, 5~:d(F(t)) 
More explicitly, for each A E .+9( E(s)), A @ I, is the unique operator on 
E( f ) satisfying 
for every II E E(s), 11 E E(t -s). Similarly, one can form 1, @.d( t -3) G 
.?A( E(r)) for every .VE (0, r). The family of von Neumann algebras 
H( E(s)) 0 I i , (resp. 1, @ :#( E( r - .I.))) is increasing (resp. decreasing) with 
.s E (0, 1). The following result shows that both behave continuously at .P = t. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. (i) u. c , (, .&(E(.s)) @ 1, \ is ~\ct~kl,,. dwwc irl 
.d(E(t)). 
(ii) fh< SC , l,@.M(E(r-.r))=@. I,. 
Proof: Since (ii) follows from (i) by taking commutants. it suffices to 
prove (i). 
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We claim first that there is a unique isometry 
w,: E(r)@F(E)+ L2(E) 
satisfying the condition 
(5.6) W,(uO~)=I(u)~. FEE(f), <EL?(E). 
Indeed, if r%,,v,~E([) and <,,12~L’(E), we have f(c,)*I(u,)=(~~,,~‘~)l, 
hence 
(411, I<,, I(r,)4’2) = (f(b)* I(u,)<,, 52) 
It follows that (5.6) defines an isometry IV’,. P, = W, W: is the projection 
onto the subspace [/(E(r)) L’(E)], which is the space of all < E L’(E) 
satisfying t(x) = 0 a.e. on 0 < s 6 t (cf. A.1 ). 
Now let Tc.JA(E(r)) be an operator which commutes with 
UO<.,,,~~(E(.~))O 1, ,. We have to show that T is a scalar. For that, it 
is enough to show that T@ I,:,,., is a scalar in d(E(r)@L’(E)), or 
equivalently 
(5.7) W,( TO 1 ,~,,J W: E CP,. 
Let us write M for .#(L’( E)). In order to prove (5.7) we make use of the 
semigroup 2 = {x, : t > 0 ) of *-endomorphisms of A4 defined by the regular 
representation 1: E--f M. For s > 0. x, is defined by 
a,(‘4 1 = 2 l(e,,(.s)) Al(r,,(.s))*, 
e,(s), e,(s), . . being an arbitrary orthonormal basis for E(s), and where 
z0 = id. We have c(,( 1) = P, for every .s > 0. and a is continuous in the sense 
that for every p E M, and every .sg > 0, we have 
lim 11~ ti, -p ~x(,,,jl ==0 
( *w 
(cf. [l, Proposition 2.51). Moreover, for .s> 0 we have the commutation 
formula 
(5.8) x,(A)f(o)=l(r)A, I,E E(s). A EM. 
Now r,(M) is a type I factor whose identity is x,( 1) = P,. Therefore, (5.7) 
will follow if we prove the two assertions 
WA TO 1 ,~,F,)W:~x,(M)‘. 
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and 
W,(T@ 1 ,.+I;,) w:E r,(M). 
To prove the first of these, we claim 
(5.9) a,(A)= W,(l,OA) w:, A E M. 
Indeed, for 13 E E(t) and < E L’(E), (5.8) implies that 
W,(l,@A)(u@<)= W,(c@A<)=I(o)Ai;=x,(A)I(r~)< 
=G(,(A) W,(c@(). 
(5.9) follows by multiplying the resulting operator equation W,( 1, @ A) = 
SI,( A) W, on the right by WT and using W, W: = SI,( 1). 
In order to prove the second assertion, we claim first that 
Indeed, for fixed .YE (0, I), we see by Lemma 5.3 that 
So by the double cornmutant theorem, 
x,(M) = P, (I(u) /(2t): II, 1‘E E(s)) P, 
= ;AEM:A=AP,=P,A, AI(u)I(o)*=/(u)I(v)* A.u.v~E(.s)). 
Now the operator A = W,( TO 1 ,.2(El) WF satisfies A = P,A = AP,, and we 
have P, < P, because s < t. Hence A = P,A = AP,. Therefore, to prove 
(5.11) (i.e., A E a,(M)), it suffices to show that A commutes with the set of 
operators 
{I(u) I(u)*: 11, 1: E E(s) ). 
To see that, fix U, c E E(s) and let u @ F be the obvious rank-one operator 
in .Y(E(s)). We claim 
(5.12) W,((u@V)@ 1, (0 1,2(,$.)) = 1(u) I(o)* w,. 
Indeed, if we apply the left side of (5.12) to a vector in E(r)@ L”(E) of the 
form II‘, II’, , @ 4, for \I’, E E(s), rr’, , EE(~-s), MEL’, WC obtain 
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and (5.12) follows. From (5.12). we conclude that 
I(u)/(P)* P,= W,((u@C)@l, ,@ I,,? (1,)) w:: 
Now the right side commutes with A = W,( T@ I ,lirr,) W: because by 
hypothesis T commutes with .#( E(s) @ I, ,,). (5.12) also implies that the 
self-adjoint family of operators {f(u) I( IS)*: II, 1’ E E(s) ) leaves the range of 
W, invariant, and hence I(U) I(r)* commutes with P, = W, W: for every 
U, VEE(.F), 0 <S-C f. It follows that A commutes with {I(U) l(tl)*: U, CE E(s); 
because, using A = AP, = P, A, we can write 
.41(u) /(tl)* = AP,l(u) I(r)* = A/(u) I(c)* f’, 
=/(u)/(r)* P,A=I(u)I(a)* A. 
Finally, we claim that 
(5.13) n r,(M) = a,(M). 
o< ,. I 
In view of (5.1 I), this will complete the proof of Proposition 5.5. Since the 
inclusion 2 is an immediate consequence of the semigroup property, we 
will only verify G. Let T be an operator on L’(E) satisfying TE r,(M) for 
every 0 <.s < t. Then for each s E (0, t) there is a unique operator T, E M 
such that T= a,( T,). We have 11 TJ = /I Tl! because ‘Y, is an isometry. By 
weak compactness of the unit ball of M, we can find a sequence .s,~ in (0, t) 
converging to t such that the operators T,, = T,,, converge weakly to some 
operator T,, E M. We claim that x,( T,,) = T. 
To see that, choose an arbitrary p E M, and consider p( T- x,( T,,)). For 
every n 3 1, we have 
P(T~~,(T,,))=~(~,,,(T,,)-~,(T,,)) 
=p(n,,,(T,,)~cx,(T,,)) + /&x,(T,,- To)), 
and hence 
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The right side tends to zero as 11 tends to =c because I’E (0, cx_) t-t ,LJ s(, 
moves continuously in the norm of M, and p~~ is normal. Hence 
,I( T- x,( T,,)) = 0. Since 11 is arbitrary, we conclude that T= a,( T,))E 
x,(M). I 
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 5.2. Let T be a self-adjoint 
operator which commutes with I(E). We have to show that T is a scalar. 
Let 9’ bc the abelian von Neumann algebra of all scalar valued multiplica- 
tion operators [ M, : ,f E L ’ (0, x ) ), where 
M, CC-u) =.I‘(.r) <C-u), 5 E L’(E). 
By virtue of the direct integral decomposition 
E(t) dt, 
d co. x , 
we see that F’ is the von Neumann algebra of all operator multiplications 
M,.%(s) = F(.r) g(.\-), 2 E L’(E), 
F: .Y E (0, x ) F+ F(s) E J(E(x)) being an arbitrary bounded measurable 
operator funclion. 
Note first that TE 3”. Indeed. for each t > 0 the projection P, = a,( 1) can 
bc written 
p, = i 4P,,(t)) 4(),,(t))*, 
(1 _ I 
{(J,(t), cl(t), . ..) b emg an orthonormal basis for E(t), and hence P, belongs 
to the von Neumann algebra generated by I(E). Since the set (P,: t > 0) 
generates Y (indeed, P, is simply multiplication by the scalar function 
,Y(,, x , E Lx (0, x )), it follows that T commutes with 2. 
By the preceding remarks, there is a bounded measurable operator 
function s E (0, r; ) H F(.u) E -#(E(x)) such that T= Mr. Consider now the 
semigroup (I,: t 3 0} introduced in the proof of Proposition 5.5, 
a,(A) -c 0(>,,(t)) ‘44e,,(r))*, t > 0. 
and n,,(A) = A. Because T commutes with I(E). we see that 
(3.14) r,(T) = TP,, 
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for every t 3 0. Since T = M,. is a multiplication operator, one can explicitly 
evaluate the left side of (5.14) and the result is 
(5.15) a,(M, 1 = M,.;, 
where F, is the measurable operator-valued function 
(5.16) 
I, @ F(.u - t), 
F,(s) = o 
i. 
Y> t, 
0 < .Y < r. 
Using (5.14), we conclude that 
(5.17) F,(.y) = KY) x,,, , ,(.yL a.e. (cl.~). 
for every positive t. Let D be the countable set of all rational numbers in 
(0, cu). By (5.17) we can assert that there is a Bore1 set N G (0, ~1) having 
measure zero such that (5.17) holds for all x E (0, x )\N simultaneously for 
all t E D. This means that if .YE (0, xs)\,,N, then we have 
(5.18) l,@F(.u-t)=F(s) 
for every t E (0, X] n D. 
Now we claim that (5.18) implies F(.u) is a scalar for all .X E (0, x )‘\,N. 
Indeed, fixing .Y E (0, yc )\ N, we see from (5.18) that 
Since (0, X) n D is dense in (0, x) and since the von Neumann algebras 
are decreasing in t, we conclude that 
By part (ii) of Proposition 5.5, it follows that F(X) E: Cl,. 
This shows that TE Y, i.e., T= M, for some f’~ L’ (0, 1~). In this case 
the formulas (5.14) (5.15), and (5.16) tell us that 
.f‘(-u) x (1. I ,(-~)=.f’(-~---t) a.e. (U’X) 
for every positive t, or equivalently, 
f‘(.u + t) =,f‘(s) a.e. (dY) 
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for every t > 0. The latter implies that .f’ is almost everywhere a constant, 
and hence Tg@l. 1 
COROLLARY. L: C*(E) + .+9( L2( E)) is an irreducible representation. 
Proof: This follows from Theorems 3.4 and 5.2. 1 
Remurk. In a similar way, one can show that the set of operators r(E) 
in the right regular anti-representation of E is irreducible. 
6. THE REDUCED C*-ALGEBRA OF E 
Let E be a product system, let I: E + &‘(L’(E)) be its regular representa- 
tion, and let i, be the associated representation of C*(E), 
4,fOr:) = l(f) 4g1*. .f> K E L’(E). 
The image of C*(E) under 3. is the norm-closed linear span 
C*(E)=QZ+ “(I(,f)I( g~Ll(E)i. I 
By analogy with the case of locally compact groups, we refer to C,!(E) as 
the reduced C*-algebra of E. As we will see in Section 7, it is C,!(E), rather 
than the full C*-algebra of E, that is the appropriate operator algebra for 
the theory of E,-semigroups. In particular, C,*(E,) occupies the place of 
the “spectrum” of an E,,-semigroup 1. 
Since C:(E) is a quotient of C*(E), it is a separable nuclear C*-algebra. 
Moreover, Theorem 5.2 implies that it acts irreducibly on L’(E). The pur- 
pose of this section is to collect additional information about this operator 
algebra for use in Sections 7 and 8. Denoting by ,K the algebra of all com- 
pact operators on L’(E), and letting [A, B] denote the commutator 
AB - BA of a pair of operators A, B, the results are summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 6.1. The C*-algebra .c/ = Cp( E) has the .follobving properties: 
(i) ,dn,X= {O). 
(ii) [.d, r(E)] E X. 
(iii) Letting P, denote the projection qf L’( E) onto the .suh.spuce of‘ull 
functions supported in t < s < ;c, n’e hare 
II4 = IIP,AP,l/, AEXJ. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 6.1, we point out that the 
HilberttSchmidt kernels give rise to Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L’(E) 
in the expected way. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let 
f: (x, !‘)E(O, Yz)X (0, ‘cc)~~f’(.Y. J)E.l(E(“I~), E(s)) 
he u measurable ,jkmil!~ of’ Hilhert Schmidt operators sutisfj>ing 
(6.3 1 
Then 
defines a Hilhert-Schmidt operutor on L’(E) such that trace T,*Tl is g&en 
by (6.3). 
Proof: By [ 1, 1.23, we may assume that E is the trivial family 
(0, x)xH,, where H,, is a separable Hilbert space; hence Lemma 6.2 
becomes a familiar classical result. u 
As in the preceding section, r: E + .a( L’(E)) is the regular anti-represen- 
tation of E, so that for ,f~ L’(E) and 4 E L’(E) we have 
I(f)< =.f* ir. r( ,f‘) 5 = ; * ,f’. 
Let (x,: t 3 0} and {[I,: t > 0) be the semigroups of *-endomorphisms of 
g(L’(E)) associated with 1 and r, respectively. Thus for t > 0, a(, and [I, are 
specified uniquely by the commutation formulas 
cc,(A) l(c) = I( 
B,(A) r(t*) = r(L>)A, c E E(t), A E a( L’( E)). 
We have a,( 1) = /I,( 1) = P,. t > 0, and 1, fl, = /I’,%, for all s, t > 0 because 
l(E) commutes with r(E). 
Theorem 6.1 is based on the following proposition, which asserts that 
there is a dense linear subspace ,V of L’( ICE), consisting of HilbertGSchmidt 
kernels F, such that one can represent E.(F) in terms of the HilbertGchmidt 
operator T,; as an absolutely convergent weak integral 
l(F) = l* fl,( Tp) dt. 
0 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let FE L ’ (K, ) he u finite sum of’ elements of the Jorm 
,f @j, with f, g E L’(E) n L’(E). Then there is a constant K = K,. such that 
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Proof: Obviously, we need only consider the case where F=,f’@,q for 
,f; go L’(E)n L’(E). 
Notice first that, for each <E L’(E), we can assign a definite value to 
I( ,q)* <(I) for every t > 0. Indeed, for t fixed we have a measurable function 
SE(0, ~)HR(S)*~(S+t)EE(f), 
and since 
we can integrate this function with respect to .Y to obtain 
(6.5) I(g)* ((r,=j’ g(s)* <(s+t)ds. 0 
Note that the right side of (6.5) does not change if we alter g or < on a set 
of measure zero. Note too that, for /(g)* t(t) as given by (6.5) we have 
(6.6) (4g)* t(r), u> = (<, r(u)g) 
for every u E E(t). Indeed, the left side of (6.6) is 
( ’ (g(s)* i(x + t), u) u’s = f ’ (((s + t). g(s)u) ds 
“0 ” 0 
-7 
=j 
(5(x), g(-Y-f)U) (f-Y= (<, r(zc)g) 
I 
NOW fix q E L’(E). Doing the same thing for /(,f’)* v. we may form the 
scalar-valued function 
tt--+ f/(g)* 5(t), Kf)* V(f)), 
and we claim that 
(6.7) (4<?)* 5(f), K/J* y(r)) = (a,cr,,,v,<. 17) 
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for every positive t. Indeed. letting e,(t), ez(t). ___ be an orthonormal basis 
for E(r), we can write 
and hence the right side of (6.7) is 
(6.8) c (T,oa de,,(t))* 43 de,,(t))* II>- 
Now for each n = I. 2, . . . . we have 
(TlOP r(e,,(f))* L r(c,,(f))* v> = (r(e,Af))* L x)(./i de,,(t))* rl) 
= (5, r(e,,(r))g:)(r(e,,(t)).~, v>. 
By (6.6), the last term is 
(4g)* T(t)9 e,,(t))(e,,(t). ul* v>. 
and so we obtain the left side of (6.7) after summing on n. 
Now by (6.7) we have 
I<P,(T,o,r)& rl)l d Il4g)* t(t)ll lIOf)* r?(t)11 
for all positive t; and so if we integrate the latter over t > 0, we obtain 
with K= /IgIl I lI.f’ll ,.
Finally, a direct integration of (6.7) gives 
and the second assertion of Proposition 6.4 follows because 
COROLLARY. For cvry F us in (5.4) und rcerJ> t > 0, WY haur 
i(F) = /j,(i(F)) + 1’ /II,( T,) ds. 
_ 0 
Rrmurk. Notice that 
function of s, there is no 
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since /3,( T,;) is a bounded strongly continuous 
problem with the existence of the weak integral 
for positive values of t. 
Proof: It suffices to verify that 
(j.(F)s’, YI) = (P,(4O)t, v> +j,) (D,(T,)<. II> ~1s 
for every pair of vectors t, q E L2(E). Writing 
P,(4F)) =I r(e,,) ;i(F) dc,,)*, 
where (v,, P?, . ..) is an orthonormal basis for E(r), we have by Proposition 
6.4, 
<B,(40)53 v>=I (j.(F) de,,)* 5, df’,,)* v> 
=ci“ (P,(T,.)r(c,,)* [, r(r,,)* r/) LI.Y 
II (1 
= (i(F)<, r]) - i‘ 
’ (p,( T,),r, q) (I,).. 1 
(I 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 6.1. To prove (i). it suffices to 
show that 
(6.8 1 lb.(~) + KII 3 llj.(F)lI 
for every compact operator K and for every I; in the dense subspace of 
C*(E) consisting of all finite sums, 
F= c .f;o,f,, .f;, x,E L’(E) n L”(E). 
/- I 
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Fixing such an F, then for every f > 0 we may use the preceding corollary 
to write 
E.(F)=fi,(i.(F))+ ~‘/$(T,)dx 
- 0 
So for each K E sy‘, we have 
II4F) + KII 3 IIP,(4F)) + KII - f II T,:ll. 
Noting that /?,(i(F)) has the form 
where V,, = u(e,,), [c>, , P ?, ) being an orthonormal basis for E(t), we see 
that the operator fi,(l.(F)) is unitarily equivalent to an infinite direct sum 
O@i(F)@i(F)@i(F)@ 
Thus for every compact operator K we must have 
Therefore, 
llB,(jJF)) + Kll 3 lMf’)ll. 
IIJP) + KII 3 IIWII - t II 7X 
and since t can be chosen arbitrarily small, the latter implies (6.8). 
To prove Theorem 6.1 (ii), we show that for every F = C; ,f; 0 g, as above 
and every v E E, we have 
(6.9) E.(F)r(t:)-r(c)k(F)E.X 
Suppose that v E E(t), t > 0. Ry the corollary of Proposition 6.4 we can 
write 
i.(F) =/3,(2(F)) + 1’ /I,( I”,.) ds, 
0 
and hence by the commutation formula /I,(A) v(v)= r(v)~, A E.&J(L~(E)), 
we obtain 
(6.10) I.(F)r(r)-r(~+~(F)=j’~,(T,.)r(c)cl.,. 
0 
It remains to show that the right side of (6.10) is a compact operator. Since 
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3” is a separable Banach space and the right side of (6.10) is a Bochner 
integral, it suffices to show that 
(6.1 1 ) /l,(T,)r(E(r))c.iY‘. 
for every .s E (0, f). For that. fix .P and note that 
aEE(t)HB,(T,-)T(Z’) 
is a bounded linear map from E(t) to .J(L’(E)). Since E(t) is spanned by 
E(t - .Y) E(s), it suffices to show that /3,,( T,..) Y(W) is compact for every 
II E E(t -s), L’ E E(s). But in this case we have 
which is clearly a HilbertkSchmidt operator. 
Procf of’ T/worem 6.1. (iii) Fix u E C*(E), t > 0, and choose any unit 
vector P E E(f). Then V = r(e) is an isometry whose range is contained in 
P,L’(E). Hence 
11 P,E.(a)P,lI 3 /I VV*l(o) VV*Il = lj V*i.(u) VI/ 
= Iii.(u) + V*(;(u) V- Vi.(u))ll. 
By Theorem 6.l(ii), V*().(a) V- Vj.(rr)) is compact, and hence 
IIP,/.(a)PJ 3 inf lli(n)+Kli 
K;F x 
By Theorem 6.1(i), the right side of the latter is at least lijJu)ll. 1 
Rcmurks. Let .d = C,“(E) be the C*-algebra associated with left 
convolution operators as in Theorem 6.1. There is also a C*-algebra .,A 
associated with right convolutions, 
:~=span,‘.‘jr(/‘)r(g)*:,1: gEL’(E)i. 
By small variations in the arguments given above, one can show that .8 is 
an irreducible C*-algebra for which .% n .K = i0). Moreover, Theorem 
6.1 (ii) implies that [&, r(f)] G X for every ,f’E L’(E), and hence 
[d, .a] G x-. 
In particular, the C*-algebra fi generated by ( AB: A E .e/, BE ~8) contains 
all compact operators. These facts correspond to some results of Voiculescu 
which pertain to the Cuntz algebras 0,, [12, 2.41. 
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In Theorem 8.9 below, we will show that (in most cases, at least) J/X 
is isomorphic to .d 0.8. Thus, one has an exact sequence of separable 
nuclear C*-algebras 
One would expect that the extension (6.12) should carry useful information 
about .d = C,*(E) and the product system E. 
7. MINIMALITY OF THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION 
Let E be a product system. The additive group R acts as a group of 
automorphisms of the structure of E as follows: 
The corresponding group of automorphisms of C*(E) will be called the 
gaugr group, and it is written {yi: /E R). The action of 7, on FE L’(K,) is 
given by 
;‘, F( s, J) = P’ ’ ‘F( x. j,), .Y, s > 0. 
(C*(E), R, 7) is a separable C*-dynamical system. 
The regular representation i.: C*(E) + ./A(L’( E)) is covariant under the 
action of the gauge group. Indeed, if we define a one-parameter group 
{b’,: PER} on L’(E) by 
cl,~(x) = c”‘<(r), .Y > 0, i’ E L’(E) 
then we have 
In particular, the gauge group acts on the reduced C*-algebra C’:(E) and 
is spatially implemented. 
We would like to know if C,*(E) is simple for an arbitrary product 
system E. This will be established in most cases in Section 8 (cf. Corollary 
2 of Theorem 8.2) but the strongest result we have for general E is that 
C,*(E) is R-simple; i.e., it has no nontrivial closed two-sided ideals which 
are invariant under the action of the gauge group. This is a consequence of 
the following, which is the central result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let E he a nontrivial product .s?:rtcm md let 71 hr (I non- 
degenerutr rt~presentmtion of’ C*(E) on (1 sepurahl~~ Hilbert .vpuw H # [O). 
Thm ,fiw tlzerJ> .Y E C*(E) NYJ hur:r 
i bring the rrgulrr representation of’ C*(E) on L’(E). 
If’ the rc~presentution c,b: E + .M( H) msociuted to 71 h!> Theowm 3.4 is non- 
singulrrr. then quulit~~ holdr in (7.2 ). 
Rcrnurks. (7.2) implies that the only closed ideals J in C,*(E) which are 
invariant under the action of the gauge group are J= (0) or C,?(E), since 
any ideal Jf C,*(E) having this invariance can be realized as the kernel of 
a (separable) representation 71 having the property that 1171’ y,(s)li = 
~IT-c(.Y)~~, .YE C*(E). 
The second assertion of Theorem 7.1 implies that, insofar as 
E,,-semigroups are concerned, one can forget about C*(E) and work with 
the more concrete reduced C*-algebra C,*(E). Indeed. if r = jr,: t 3 0) is 
an E,,-semigroup acting on d(H) and E, is its associated product system. 
then the canonical representation d: E, + .8(H) associated with u is non- 
singular [I, Section 21. Hence by Theorem 7.1 the corresponding represen- 
tation n: C*(E) + 49(H) can be considered a representation of Cp( E). 
For this reason, we will refer to C,*(E,) as the spectrul C*-ulgt~hru of the 
E,,-semigroup x. It plays a central role in the theory of E,,-semigroups. For 
instance, suppose one wishes to “construct” the set of all E,,-semigroups s( 
(acting on a given d(H)) having their product systems isomorphic to a 
given nonsingular product system E. By Theorem 7.1. this is equivalent to 
specifying a procedure for constructing all nonsingular representations of 
C,*(E) on H. In view of the fact that C,*(E) is in most cases a simple 
antiliminal C*-algebra, we may conclude that this problem cannot be 
solved in an explicit way. 
For similar reasons, one cannot expect a reasonable classification of 
E,,-semigroups to within conjugacy. On the other hand, the problem of 
classifying E,,-semigroups up to outer conjugacy shows considerable 
promise [I, Section 3 and corollary of Proposition 7.21. 
Proof’ qf Theorm 7.1. Let 71: C*(E) + &(H) be a representation with 
the asserted properties. For each t E R, n ;‘, is a representation of C*(E) on 
H, and we may form the direct integral 
* e 
(7.3) jy= J 
iT j’, dt, 
‘8 
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which acts in the obvious way on the Hilbert space L’(R; H) of square- 
integrable H-valued functions. Notice that 5 satisfies 
(7.4) 1171(.\.)ll = sup lln(;3,(.u))ll. .Y E C’*(E), 
ii 6 
and we have to show that 
(7.5) ll~4.~)ll 6 ilff(.Y)ll, .YE c’*(E) 
By Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.4, there is a unique representation 
4: E + 2(H) such that 
(7.6) 7uOE) = d(.I’) d(R)*? .f; MEL’. 
Let us first calculate the representation 6: E -+ .#(L’(R; H)) that goes with 
5. The gauge group acts on the Banach algebra L’(E) by way of 
y,(,f’)(x) =&y(x), ,f’~ L’(E), t E R, 
and the two actions of the gauge group on L’(K,J and L’(E) are related 
by the formula 
il,(.f’@d = Y,( f‘) 0 il,(Yh .I; T=T~ L’(E). 
Hence. 
v,(.f’OR) = 6(11,.f’) $47, x1*. 
If follows that if we define a representation d of E on the direct integral 
space L’(R; H) by 
then corresponding to (7.6) we have 
(7.8) f(.f’O‘e) = CKt’, 6(g)*> .f; go L’(E). 
Thus, (7.7) and (7.8) give the correct relation between ?i and d. 
In order to prove (7.4) we will realize 6 (and hence 5) in a particular 
way on L2( R; H) and we will construct a kind of “Wiener-Hopf” extension 
7-c+ of TL which acts on the subspace L’(R . +. H) of all functions supported 
in R+= (0, 4~ ). We will show that rr, contains i. as a subrepresentation, 
and that will lead to (7.4). 
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Specifically, let U= ( U,: t E R!) be the unitary group of all translation 
operators acting on L’(R) in the usual way, 
U,,f’(s) =,f’(.u- 1), fE L’(R). 
For I’ E E(t), t > 0, we define $(r) on L”( R; H) = L’(R) @ H by 
t&r>)= U,@&z:). 
More explicitly, 6(r) acts on a function 5 E L’( IR; H) by 
(7.10) $5(c) <(.I-) = $6(P) ((.Y - 1). .YE R. 
By the Plancherel theorem. U, is unitarily equivalent to the direct integral 
and hence the representation d of E defined by (7.10) is unitarily equivalent 
to the representation defined by (7.7). Thus we may take (7.10) as the 
definition of 4, and correspondingly, 71 is defined by the condition 
W’OtT) = i(.r’, 6(g)*, .f; go L’(E). 
The subspace L’(R+; H) consisting of all functions in L’(R; H) which 
are supported in (0, 1~ ) is clearly invariant under all operators in d(E), and 
hence we can define a representation C#J +: E + .d(L’(R + : H)) by 
~+(~)=~(1~)1,~,,,1.,,,, z‘ E E. 
Notice that, for r E E(r), we have 
d+(r)=S,Od(d, 
where S, = U, I I.~Ciid, ) is the semigroup of unilateral shifts on L”( Iw + ). More 
explicitly. for r E E(t) we have 
d,+(P) 5(x) = 
i 
d(rl) i”(-y - f)> .Y> t, 
0, 0 < s < t, 
;E L’(R +; H). By Theorem 2.16. we can define a representation rr, of 
C*(E) on L’(R’ ; H) via 
71+(.f’Og)=~+(.f’)~+(g)*, .I; gs L’(E). 
PROPOSITION 7.1 1. Therr is u uniyur isometric W: L”(E) @ H + 
L’( R + ; H) which sutisfifips 
W(.f‘Oir)(.~U)=~(f‘(-Y))~, s > 0, 
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A@l,,: C*(E)+I(L’(E)@H) 
and u suhrc~presmtutiorl of’ ?I + 
Remark. Since i. 0 I,, is a nontrivial direct sum of copies of A, we 
conclude from Proposition 7.11 that 
(7.12) ll4-~)ll G l/n + (.K)lll s E c*(E). 
Proqf of Proposition 7.1 1. In view of the fact that L’(E) 0 H is spanned 
by [.r’@ t:,f’~ L’(E), t E H), we need only to check inner products to 
verify that the above formula defines an isometry W: L’(E) 0 H + 
L’(R+; H). Indeed, if f’. g E L’(E) and <, ye E H, then since 
we have 
as required. 
Let I: E + d(L’(E)) be the regular representation of E. We claim 
(7.13) W(l(c)Ol)=~+(V)W. 1‘~ E. 
Indeed, if u E E(t) then for each ,f‘~ L’(E) we have 
i.(L!),f‘(.K) = 
i 
yf’( s - t ), .K > t 
0, O<.K< t, 
and hence for every [E H we have 
W(42:)O l,,)(.f’@i;)(.X)= W(I(t:)f‘O4)(.K)=~(I(U)J’(X))~ 
= dd?f’(.~ - t))il. 
i 
.Y > t 
0, O<s<t. 
Because 4($(x - t)) = d(v) d(,f‘(~ - t)) for .Y > t, the last expression agrees 
with d+(c) W(,~@[)(.Y) for every .u>O. (7.13) follows because L’(E)@H 
is spanned by (.~‘@C’EL’(E), ~EH). 
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Next, we claim that for every u E E we have the corresponding formula 
for adjoints 
(7.14) W(l(c)*@1,,)=4,+(2’)* w. 
Let ,/‘E L’(R) and choose L’ E E(t), t > 0. Utilizing the notation introduced 
in the remark following Lemma 3.5, we have 
I(v)* ,/‘(.u) = u*fjs + t), .Y > 0. 
So for <E H we can write 
w(/(cj*@ lI,)(,f’@~)(.x)= W(I(r)*J’@5)(.Y) 
=fj(Pf’(x+ t))<, .v > 0. 
Notice that q5(z;~f‘(s + [)) = d(r)* y)(,f’(x + t)). Indeed, since E(s + t) is 
spanned by E(t) E(x), we can assume that ,f’(x + t) has the form H’, r(‘2 with 
IV, E E(t), )r2 E E(x), and hence 
Thus, if we let F be the function in L’(R+: H) defined by F(x) = &f(.u))I;J. 
then F= W(,f@<). and 
&u*f’(x + t))( = d(v)* &j’(.u + t))< = 4(v)* F(.u + f) = qb +(r)* F(x), 
= 4 + (VI* wf’o t)(.YL 
and (7.14) follows. 
Together, (7.13) and (7.14) imply that the range of W is invariant under 
d+(wUd.(E)*, and hence WW* commutes with the von Neumann 
algebra generated by qb + (E). By Theorem 3.4, WW* E x+ (C*(E))‘. 
Finally, we can integrate formulas (7.13 ) and (7.14) to obtain 
WKf)O1,,=4+(.f‘)W 
w~(K)*o1,,)=4+(~:)* w. 
for all .f; gE L’(E). Since A(,f@g) = I(,f’) I(g)* and 71, (f‘@i) = 
C$ + (f‘) q5 + (g)*, it follows that 
for all ,1; g E L’(E). Since elements of the form f’@R, f’. g E L’(E) span 
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C’*(E), we conclude that W is an intertwining operator for 2 @ I ,, and 
=I I 
For every ~30, let oZ, be the projection of L’(E) onto the subspace 
L’((4 02); E) consisting of all sections 5 E L’(E) satisfying <(.u) = 0 almost 
everywhere on 0 < .Y <u. The projections e,, are decreasing in u and tend 
strongly to zero as (I 4 X. Moreover, if D E E(t), ‘t > 0. then 
(7.15) ,(r)L’((u, r_);E)GL’((u+t, r,);E), 
I( I.)* L?( (u, Tc ); E) E L2((u - t, Y- ); E), 
where L’( (u - f, rx. ); E) is taken as L’(E) when u - t < 0. 
o(,;“(.Y)c<,@ I H = W‘TiT + (.u) w,,. IE C*(E). 
Proqf: It suffices to prove Lemma 7.16 for .v of the form .f‘@g, 
.f; go L’(E), i.e.. 
In turn, since both sides of the latter can be expressed as Bochner integrals. 
e.g., 
I(f) I(g)* = j ’ 1 f I(,f’(.s)) /(g(z))* ds lit, 
0 ‘0 
it suffices to show that 
(7.17) r,,/(u) I(c)* r,, 0 1 H = W,T(b + (z4) 4 + ([>I* w,, 
for all U, c E E. 
Take u E E(s), I: E E(r), and suppose first that s 2 t. By the preceding 
remarks we have 
I(u)l(tl)* L’((u. 32)); H)Gl(U)L’((U-1, r-); E) 
G L”( (u + .Y - f, x ); E) i L’( (u, ;c ); E), 
and hence 
(7.18) I( u ) I( t’)* P,, = r,,/(u) I(zq* c,,. 
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Using (7.13) and (7.14), we have 
W(l(u) I(c)* 0 1 ) = d, (II) 4 , (I>)* w. 
Multiplying the latter on the right by e,, @ I and using (7.18), we obtain 
W,,((‘,,4U) ot;)* (‘(,a 1 ,-9+(u) 4+(p)* w,, 
Since WC: W, = e,, @ 1, WC can multiply this on the left by W,: to obtain 
(7.17). 
The case of (7.17) in which u E E(s), c E E(t), and s < f follows from the 
case just proved by taking adjoints. i 
Now by Theorem 6.1 (iii), we have 
/2.(.u)ll 7 inf IlenI.(.v)e,,ll 
,I > I, 
for every s E C*(E), and so by Lemma 7.16 we have 
(7.18) lli.(s)ll = inf I/ Wt7c , (s) W,,J. 
t, 2 0 
Therefore, (7.5) will follow if we show that 
(7.19) inf II w,T~+(-~) WA G lI~(-~)ll~ <I > II 
for every XE C*(E). 
To prove (7.19), let { V,: t > 0) be the semigroup of shifts, which acts on 
L’(R+; H) by 
5(-Y ~ t), 
V,<(x)= o 
L 
.Y > I, 
O<.Y< t. 
The range of V, is L’((u, s); H), which obviously contains the range of 
W,,. So for every operator B on L2( R +; H), we have 
Taking B=TC , (x), we see that (7.19) is a consequence of the inequality 
(7.20) inf II v%n+(-u) V,II d Ilff(-~)ll, <I > 0 
x: C*(E). In turn, this inequality is an immediate consequence of the 
following 
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LEMMA 7.21. For rt:rr~~ x E C*(E), let 
~~(-~)=p+~(.~)l,,z(,d,.,I, 
hr the comprrssion of‘ I?(X) to L’( R + ; H). Then 
Proqf: Let .f; g E L’(E) be such that ,f’(x) = g(x) = 0 outside some boun- 
ded interval 0 < .Y < LI < ryj. We will show that 
(7.22) VPn , (f‘@d Jf, = o(.f’O!3, 
for all r 3 a. The lemma follows from this because C*(E) is spanned by 
elements of the form,f’@I: withf; I: as above. 
Fix .F,~E(O,U) and let use, uEE(t). Since V,=S,@l, d+(u)= 
S, 0 d(u) and 4 +(u) = S, @ &v), we have 
Moreover, because 0 <.Y, t < u < r, we see that 
(7.23) s*s.s*s = s* s 
=i 
s, ,’ s 3 t 
,,,I I~Ir, 
ST ,> .s < t. 
Letting [ U,: t E RJ be the group of translation operators acting on L”(R), 
the right-hand number of (7.23) is simply the compression of CJ, , to 
L’( R + ). Hence 
If we now replace u and r respectively with,f(s) and g(t) and integrate over 
the square 0 < s, t < u, we obtain (7.22). 1 
It remains to prove the last sentence of Theorem 7.1. For that, we 
require the following simple result which is closely related to the fact that 
the norm of a Toeplitz operator is the L ’ -norm of its symbol. 
LEMMA 7.24. For each s E C*(E), let CO(X) he the compression of’$.x) to 
L’(Ri; H). Then 
ll(4-~)lI = lIf(~~)ll. 
Proqf: For every u E R, let o,(.Y) be the compression of C(X) to the 
subspace L’((u, XI): H), and let { Ii,: r E R) be the group of translations in 
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L’(R). If CI< h<O, then Uh L, 0 1 transforms L.‘( (a, 8x ); H) onto 
L’((h, r-); H) and its intertwines CUE, and o,,(s). In particular. 
for every u < 0. Since the union of the nested family of spaces L?((LI, X, ); H) 
is dense in L”(R; H), we conclude that 
1lE(.r)ll = lim liw,,(.\-)~l = ~It0,J.u)~~ 
,I- I 
for .Y E C*(E). as required. 1 
LEMMA 1.25. Asswne that the representation 4: E -+ .8(H) &fined hi 
7uOK) = hf’) d(8)*, .f; K E L’(E) 
i.v nonsingulur, und let W: L’(E) @ H + L’(R+; H) he the isometry of’ 
Proposition 1.1 I. Then W is unitqy moreover, in the notation of’ Lemnm 
7.16. the range of’ W,, is L’( (a, bx ); H) ,for ever)’ N 2 0. 
Proof: Since W= W,,, it suffices to prove the last assertion for every 
CI 30. Fix CI. We have already seen that the range of W, is contained in 
L’((cr, m); H) and is spanned by functions FE L2( R ’ ; H) having the form 
(7.26) F(.u) = &f(x))<, 
where ,f‘~ L’(E) is such that ,f’(s) = 0 on 0 <.Y < II and <E H. Let 
GE L2( (a, x’); H) be orthogonal to all functions of the form (7.26). We 
have to show that G = 0. 
Let 
tE(0, xa)t+e,,(t)EE(t) 
be a sequence of measurable sections of E such that (t’,(t), “2(f), ... i is an 
orthonormal basis for E(t) for every t > 0. Let u], u2, be a dense -* 
sequence m LL(u, c(“) and let <, , j’?, be a dense sequence in H. For every 
i, j2 1, 
.f;,(t) = u,(t) c>,(t), t>o 
defines an L’-section of E which vanishes on (0, a), and hence 
j’ u,(t)($(e,(t))L, G(t)) (It=/’ (&.f;,(t))r,, G(t)) dt=O 
0 ,i 
for every i, .j, k. Since [11,: i3 1 I- spans L2(o, c/_ ), this implies that 
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(&P,(z))<~, G(r)) = 0 almost everywhere on (u, cc), for every j, 
k = 1, 2, . Discarding a null set N from (u, 8x, ), we can assert that for all 
t E (a, cc )\N, we have 
(4((~,(f))tl,, G(r)) =O, j. k= 1, 2, 
This implies that G(r) is orthogonal to d(E(t))H, for every fe (u, x,)\N. 
Since 4 is nonsingular, &E(r)) H spans H for every positive f, and we 
conclude that G(t) vanishes on (a, mm)\N. [ 
Assuming now that 4 is nonsingular, we may argue as before to obtain 
the stronger conclusion 
ll4x)ll = ll~(.~)lI = sup lI~11’,(-~.)//> 
for x E C*(E). Indeed, by Lemma 7.16 we have for every CI > 0, 
lIe,4xk,,/l = II Wf~+(-~) WA; 
and by Lemma 7.25, 
II W,*~+(-~) W,,II = II V,Tn +(-u) V,,Il. 
Hence by Theorem 6.l(iii) and Lemma 7.21, 
lIK~)ll = lim ll~A.~k,ll L, - ,-r 
= lim II KTn+(-~) v,,/I = ll4-~)ll, Cl’ 1 
and the latter is I/$.Y)~/ by Lemma 7.24. 1 
Remarks. One may ask if the natural homomorphism of C*(E) onto 
C:(E) is an isomorphism. Equivalently, does every representation 7c of 
C*(E) satisfy the inequality 
for x E C*(E)? If there is a (separable) representation 71 for which this 
inequality fails, then by Theorem 7.1 the representation 4: E + d( H,) of E 
associated with 71 must be singular (or at least it must have a singular 
central direct summand). While it seems possible that such exceptional 
representations do exist, we have been unable to construct a definitive 
example. ’ 
I Note udded in ,rw/wf. We have recently shown that in general. the regular representation 
is an isomorphism of c’*(E) onto CT(E). 
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Concerning the isometry 
w: L’(E)@H+ L2(R+; H) 
of Proposition 7.11 which intertwines E. 0 1 H and 71 + , it is natural to ask 
about the complementary subrepresentation of 71, , i.e., the restriction of 
Z+ to the range of I - WW*. It can be shown that this subrepresentation 
is unitarily equivalent to an infinite direct sum of copies of the originul 
representation 7~. So in general, rr+ is quasi-equivalent to a direct sum of 
rr with the regular representation i.. Since this result does not come to bear 
on the contents of this paper, we omit the proof. 
8. SIMPLICITY 
A unif of a product system E is a measurable section t E (0, ~X)H 
II, E E(t) satisfying 
and which is not the trivial section U, = 0. The set of all units of E is 
denoted by J&,. The purpose of this section is to show that the reduced 
C*-algebra C,!(E) is simple whenever x&E # @. In particular, C,*(E) is 
simple for all of the standard examples constructed in [l]. 
Recall [ 11 that if u is any unit of E, then l/u,11 > 0 for every t > 0, and 
is another unit of E which is normalized in the sense that Ile,l/ = 1, t >O. 
Moreover, if d: E 4 ti(H) is any representation of E and e is a normalized 
unit, then the semigroup of isometries ( V,: t > 0 I- defined by 
v, = &e,), t>o 
is strongly continuous and V, tends strongly to 1 as t + 0, [ 1, Proposition 
2.51. 
Every normalized unit e gives rise to a bounded linear functional (I)? on 
L’(K,;) by way of 
(8.1) 
Notice that 0,. is self-adjoint, has norm at most 1, and is not zero (for 
example, to,(,f@,f) > 0 for every ,f‘~ L’(E) having the form ,f(t) = me, 
with M’ a strictly positive function in L’(0, x)). Here is the main result of 
this section. 
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THEOREM 8.2. Let e he u normulixd unit of u product system E. For 
ecery nondegenerate representation 71 of E on N nonzero sepuruhle Hilbert 
space H, there is u sequence of unit rectors <,, E H such that 
for euery FE L’(K,J. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 8.2, we collect some consequences. 
COROLLARY 1. For ever!. normalized unit e E Cl,: there is N uniqw 
positive linear ,functionul 0,. on C*(E) sutisjying (8.1 ). 
Proof: Applying Theorem 8.2 to the regular representation /I: E + 
a’( L*( E)), we find a sequence r,, E L”(E) of unit vectors such that 
(8.3) lim (;“(.Y)i;,,, t,,> = w,.(.U) 
for every XE L’(K,). Since L’(K,) is dense in C*(E), it is clear that the 
limit in (8.3) exists for every .Y E C*(E) and defines a positive linear func- 
tional p on C*(E) which extends o,,. The uniqueness of p is evident. 1 
COROLLARY 2. C,*(E) is simple tvhenever E is u nontricial product 
system for wlhich ‘afiT # fa. 
Proof: Let n be an arbitrary nondegenerate representation of C,*(E) on 
a separable Hilbert space H # (0 ). We may think of K as a representation 
of C*(E) which satisfies /lull d il~(,u)ll. XE C*(E), and it suffices to show 
that we have equality: 
ll7c(-yv)ll = llJ.(.\-)lI, .Y E c*(E). 
To see that, let e be any normalized unit of E and let 71, be the represen- 
tation of C*(E) obtained from m,. via the GNS construction. It suffices to 
show that 
(8.4) (i) lI~,(~~)ll 6 114~)ll and 
(ii) ll4.~)ll G lI~A.~)ll, 
for every XE C*(E). We first prove (8.4)(i). By Theorem 8.2, we see that 
Iw,dx)l d /l~(~H, .Y E L’(K,), 
and therefore this inequality persists on C*(E), the norm closure of L’(K,J. 
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It follows that cc),, vanishes on the kernel of 71. Therefore x,, vanishes on the 
kernel of 71, and (8,4)(i) follows. In particular, note that (8.4)(i) implies 
(8.5) ll~,.(.~)ll = l/~,(.~)lll s E c*(E) 
for every other normalized unit j’~ J&~~. 
Now choose t E R and consider the gauge automorphism 7, of C*(E). 
Fixing c. we define a new normalized unit c>’ by 
t’ ’ ( s ) = e “‘e(s) = y,(e(s)), .Y > 0. 
One sees directly from the definition (8.1) that 
W,,!(F) = w,,(y,(F)) 
for FE L’(K,), and hence (L),,,=cI). ‘7, on C*(E). It follows that the 
cyclic representations TC,,, and K,, ;‘[ must be unitarily equivalent, and in 
particular Iln,~(~,(.u))li = Iln,,,(x)ll, .YE C*(E). By (8.5) we have 
l/n,.,(x)~~ = lln,(s)ll, and hence 
lh.(il,(-~))I1 = ll%(.~)I/, .YE c*(E), t E R. 
rc,, cannot be the zero representation because (I),, # 0, and so the last 
formula, together with Theorem 7.1, gives (8.4)(ii). 1 
Turning now to the proof of Theorem 8.2, let 71: C*(E) + .#(H) be the 
given representation. Let 4: E -+ .%(H) be the representation of E associated 
with 71 by Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.4. Define a semigroup of isometries 
V= [V,: t30) by V,=d(e,), t>O. and V,,= 1. 
Proof: We know that V is a strongly continuous semigroup of 
isometries in a(H). Note that V, is never unitary for t >O. Indeed, if t >O 
and M’ is unit vector in E(t) which is orthogonal to P,, then &,r-) is an 
isometry in a(H) such that 
$5(w)* v, = (P,’ w) I = 0. 
Hence V, H is a proper subspace of H. 
By the Wold decomposition, we can decompose V into a direct sum 
v, = U,@ w,, 
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where U is a semigroup of unitary operators and W is unitarily equivalent 
to a direct sum of I? 3 1 copies of the unilateral shift S = {S,: t 3 0 ), which 
acts on L2(0, SC) by 
s,.f’(.s) = I” - f’, 
1: 
.Y > t. 
0 < s < t. 
Since S is a summand of V, it suffices to prove Lemma 8.6 for S in place 
of v. 
But that is clear: take 
V,,(-~) =$ x,o.,l,(-~L 
v, n 
.Y > 0, 
where xA denotes the characteristic function of A s (0, Cm ). 1 
We will employ the notation 
V(t) = i 
v,. t 3 0, 
v:, 9 t <o. 
The new function V: R --) c&(H) is strongly continuous and satisfies 
V( -t) = V(t)*, but of course it is no longer a semigroup. 
LEMMA 8.7. For every FE L’(K,J, \vr have 
Proof: Since the operator mapping 
FEI.‘(KJHj’ J’ (F(.s,.l)e,.e,) V(s-y)d.sdJ 
0 0 
is linear and has norm at most 1, it sufftces to prove Lemma 8.7 for 
functions F in the spanning set 
u {f@g:j; sEL’(E),,f’(.s)=g(x)=O, .s> T}. 
7 z 0 
Choose T> 0 and choose ,f’, I: E L’(E) such that ,j’(x) = g(x) = 0 for .Y > T. 
In this case we claim that we have an identit!, 
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for every r > T. Indeed, the left side of (8.8) is 
J,, JO 
Now for each .Y E (0, T) we can write 
v:4(.f’(\-)) = VT \ m?u(-~)) = 
whereas for y E (0, T) we have 
(.f‘(-\-I, e, >v: \- 
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&d.l’))* v, = ( v$(R(?‘)))* = ((g(.Y), c,.> VT , I* 
= (fJi, 8(Y)) v, , 
Hence 
v:4(.f(.~))&g(Y))* v,= U(-~h Q,)(~',., d.Y)) VT I v, \ 
= (f'(.u), e,><cJ, 3 Td.1‘)) u.y- I.1 
because Vf , V, ,, = V(.u - J) for all 0 < x, ~3 < t. The formula (8.8) now 
follows after integrating the latter over the square 0 <x, J’ < T. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.2, choose a sequence q,, q2, of 
unit vectors as in Lemma 8.6, and notice that for every T > 0 we have 
sup I(~(.~)~,l~rl,,)-lI+O 
7S\< I 
as n t x, by the symmetry property V( -.u) = V(x)*, x E R. Let T,, T,, 
be any sequence of positive reals tending to +x, and put 
if, = v,,v,,, n= 1, 2. 
We will show that this sequence has the property asserted in Theorem 8.2. 
To that end, fix FE L’(K,) and let A be the operator, 
A= 
i’ 1 
’ 7 (F(s, J’)P ,,P,) V(s-y)dYf<l,. 
0 . 0 
Note that by Lemma 8.7, we have 
II V:,,n(F) V,,, ~ All --t 0, as n+r_, 
and therefore 
~(~(F)~,,,~,,)~(A~,,,I?,,)I=I((VT;~~(F)V,,-A)~,,,‘~,~)I 
< II VT;,4F) V,,, - A II 
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must tend to zero as n + xc. Thus it suffices to show that 
lim (Arl,,, v,~) = ?1,’ I,,’ (Ft.5 y)e,, e, > & cfy. 
,i 
But 
and the last term tends to zero by the dominated convergence theorem. 1 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the extension 
introduced at the end of Section 6. Let .d and 39 be the left and right 
C*-algebras of E, acting on L2(E). We have already shown that 
AB - BA E X for every A E ,d, BE 2, and that the C*-algebra B generated 
by {AB: A E .d, BE &Ii contains .F. We now identify the quotient 8/X in 
most cases. 
Let i.: C*(E) -+.&L’(E)) be the regular representation, defined by 
4.f’OK) = u, l(fr)*> f, g E L’(E). 
.d is the image of C*(E) under 7.. Similarly, if we let i? be the product 
system opposite to E [I, Section 11, then we have a representation 
p: C*(E) + .%(L*(E)) such that 
,d.f’@~) = r(f) r(R)*? .A KEC’(a, 
and of course :3 = p( C*( E)). 
THEOREM 8.9. Let E be u nontrivial product .sy.stem fbr which “ilk # @ 
und let q: 8 + cf/.f he the quotient mup. Then the natural homomorphism 
0: .a? @ .#? -+ 81.X d&ed hi 
@A 0 B) = q(ABL AE.$L, BE.%? 
is an isomorphism. 
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Proof: Since .d is a nuclear C*-algebra, the norm on .c/ 0~9 can be 
achieved by tensoring any two faithful representations of .n/ and M, respec- 
tively. 
Let c be a normalized unit of E and let (0,. be the state of C’*(E) defined 
by (8.1). Similarly, there is a state ~5~~ of C*(E), E denoting the product 
system opposite to E. which is defined by the same formula (8.1); but in the 
latter cast one should keep in mind that multiplication in L’(K,) is defined 
in terms of tensoring on the left. The corresponding representations x,, 71, 
of ,d and ~3’ are respectively faithful, and hence it suffices to show that the 
product state (u,.@(I),, extends to A/.X‘ in the sense that there is a positive 
linear functional 11 on (5” which has the properties 
(i) /I(X)= [O), and 
(ii) c!,,,(A)to,(B)=p(AB), AE.~/, BE&. 
These properties are a consequence of the following assertion: there is a 
sequence of unit vectors &, E L’(E) such that 
(8.10) 
(i) <,, + 0 weakly, as n + 8~. and 
(ii) W,,(F) t>,,(G) = lim,, (i.(F) p(G)<,,, i,,) 
for all F, GE L,‘(I’C,~). 
The proof of (8.10) is very much like what we have just done, and we 
merely sketch the argument. [,, is defined as 
O<t<n. 
t > n. 
Obviously, <,, + 0 in the weak topology of H. Let ( U,: t 3 0 i and 
i V,: t 3 0) be the semigroups of isometries defined by 
u, = 4e, 1, v, = r(c), 1 t > 0, 
and U,, = V,, = 1. It is easy to see that for every T > 0. 
(8.1 1 ) sup II u,t,, - i’,,ll! 
0srss I 
both tend to zero as n + CC. 
sup II v,i’,, - <,,I1 
0. I< 7 
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Now suppose that both F and G live in 0 < X, y < T. Then by (8.1 I ), for 
large enough n, (l.(F) p(G)<,,, t,,) is very close to 
(8.12) (2(F) y(G) U, i”,,, U, i”,,> = < UT4F) p(G) U&r,. 5,,) 
= (W4F) U,;,CG)t,,, 5,,) 
+ <Wj.(F)G,,, 5,,), 
where K is the compact operator, 
K= U,,,(G) - P(G) u, 
(cf. (6.1)(ii)). By (810)(i), ~~K<,,l~ -to as n -+ r;c_l and hence we can neglect 
the term involving K in the last expression of (8.12). In the other term we 
can write 
U~i(F)U~= *’ ** 
! 1 
(F(.u, y)e!,, r,) U(x - y) d,x do 
0 “0 
as in the proof of Lemma 8.7. Thus, for large II, (E.(F) p(G) t,, , <,, ) is close 
to 
Since /I U(JI - x)(,, - (,,I1 is small for all 0 6 x, y f T by (8.11) the last term 
is close to 
(~,(J’)(dG)S,,, t,,>. 
Now a similar argument shows that (p(G)<,,, <,,) is close to w,,(G) for 
large n, and we have the desired conclusion 
lim (A(F) p(G)t,,, it,, > = o,.(F) (3,,(G). I 
,I -4 J- 
APPENDIX 
Let E be a product system and let L](E) denote the Banach space of all 
integrable sections 
,f’: tE(0, m)H,f’(f)EE(t). 
The norm on L’(E) is given by 
II f‘ll =J II f’(t)ll d. 0 
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If K is a measurable section of E satisfying 
llgll * = ess sup Il~(t)il < xy_. 
then g can be paired with every ,f’~ L’(E) in the obvious way, 
(.f> $c> =i,,’ u(r)> s(t)) dt. 
This pairing defines an isometric antilinear isomorphism 
~EL”(E)H (., ~)EL’(E)’ 
of L ’ (E) onto the dual of L’(E). 
L’(E) is a bimodule over each fiber space E(r), t > 0. The left and right 
actions of u E E(r) on L’(E) are given by 
L!f’(X) = 
i 
Lf( .Y - t ), .Y > 1, 
o 
,fv(s) = .j- t)c, 
i. 
2:” i; 
0 < .Y < t. 
The same definitions make the Hilbert space L’(E) into a bimodule over 
E(r), for every t > 0. 
PROPOSITION A.l. For p = 1 or 2, the dosed lineur span ef’E(t) Lp( E) or 
L”(E) E(t) is 
{,f‘~L~(E):,f(x)=0 a.e. on O<x<t). 
Proqf: Fix t > 0. We will show that E(t) L’(E) spans L’((t, cc ); E). The 
proof of the remaining three assertions are minor variations which we leave 
for the reader. 
Obviously, every function in E(r) L’(E) vanishes a.e. on the interval 
0 <x < t. Let w E L’(E)’ be a bounded linear functional which annihilates 
E(t) L’(E). We have to show that c~~(,f‘)=o for every ,f’~ L’(E) which is 
supported in t < I < x. 
By the preceding remarks, there is a bounded measurable section 
g: tE(O, ~cc)~g(t)~E(t) such that 
,f’~ L’(E). 
We can find a sequence ~1, , t12. of measurable sections of E such that 
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{e,(r), e,(r), . . . ) is an orthonormal basis for E(r), for every t > 0. Let 
141  u2, be a dense set in L’(0, ~1). Then for every,j, k 3 1, 
.t;, ( f 1 = 14, (t 1 (‘h ( t 1 
is an element of L’(E), and hence W(CJ,( t) fil,) = 0 for all i. ,j, k. Therefore, 
=! O7 24,(?,)(P,(f)c’r(?‘), g(y+r)) 41%. 0 
Since (u,, u2, 1 spans L’(0, ;o), we conclude that 
(cJ,(r)rr(.vh g(.,‘+f))=O (a.e. UJ,) 
for every i, ,j = 1, 2, . . By a familiar argument, we can find a single 
null set N G (0, c(,) such that for all J‘ E (0. zc )\N. we have 
(c, (I) r,(y), g(~, + t)) = 0 simultaneously for all i, k = I, 2, _._. Since 
[<jl( t) CT,(~): i, k = 1, 2, . . 1 spans E(t + J) for every 1, 2% > 0 and since 
g( J + 1) belongs to E( t + J,), we conclude that ( g( ,I’ + t ). g( .I$ + I) ) = 0 for 
all I; E (0, -x )‘\,N. Hence g vanishes almost everywhere on (I, CC)) and this 
implies that 
m(,f’) = IS (f’(x). g(.\-)) du = 0 
- 0 
for every,f’E L’(E) which lives in (t, xl). 1 
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